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Our
Stories

in

MAU MAHARA

A fascinating look at the lives and memories ofour
people through 150 years of their crafts.

A unique and extraordinary craft event that will capture
the hearts and imagination ofevery New Zealander

"He mokopuna na
Taharakau", you might hear
said to someone of that place
kitted out for bad weather on
a line day. "Ah, you must
descend from Taharakau."

Flax pakee (rain cape)

Wellington
Organised by AucklandThe Crafts

Council of ,
New Zealand Chl‘lStChlll‘Ch

Dunedin

"When they work they're
lovely. I probably had about
halt a dozen things work last
year - but then I also had all
those lovely failures."

Ann Robinson bowl

Touring Nationally:
National Art Gallery's Shed 11

Auckland Institute & Museum 23 February 1991 - 7 April 1991
Robert McDougall Art Gallery

Otago Museum

@
Presented by The Ford Motor Company of New Zealand Limited

17 November 1990 - 27 January 1991

4 May 1991 - 231une 1991

20 July 1991 - 1 September 1991

"You couldn't get boy dolls.
So Grandma turned Stephen
into a boy for me by making
him boy clothes. Those
clothes mean Grandma."

Doll Stephen's clothes

e}:
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OWAL PENECT

; by lilotorua's Shari Cole on page I5.

IF'IROM THE EDITOR
CP
REDWOOD LIBRARY

Our cover teatures Toi Maihi, mother,
artist, teacher and administrator. I lirst
rnetToi twenty years ago, when I lived in
Auckland.‘ We haven't met since then. l
became a potter and went to Nelson, Toi
became an influential artist and is now a
member ol the Arts Council's cralt panel.

In January, my wile Julie Warren and
I 'eltNeIson tor a week to be part at the
Wanganui Summer School ol the Arts at
‘i’v'anganui RegionaI'Community Poly-
hacl'i Julie enrolled in the Graphic De-
sign and Layout course and sat glued to
a computer screen. I had the privilege to
be an observer at the Pacilic Fibre
iiiyn‘rposium,

lot My 'ii at the Pacific Fibre Symposium.
1::a : ory, page A.

And that's where I met up with Toi
tv‘raihi once more. The symposium lea-
Iuresas ourcover story in this issue (page
ll). Associated with the symposium was
the brilliant exhibition Te Moemoea No
Iotelia (The Dream of Joseph), reviewed

Emornes by Kobi Bosshard.
Spry :>:Jge 20.

While I was atWanganui I met Kobi
Bosshard, who was teaching jewellery at
summer school. He has a powerlul rep-
utation as a teacher and designer. Gra-
ham Price proliles Kobi on page 20.
Graham says, "I had much joy in writing
this". The photos by Jane Dawber iIIus-
trate the development ol Kobi's work.

Controversial Christchurch sculpture.
Story page 8.

Bing Dawe and Noel Gregg created a
controversial sculpture tor the Christch-
urch Square. When it was nearly lin-
ished, there was doubt that itwould ever
be erected in the Square. Itwas, butthen
the criticism started. Colin Slade discuss-
es the project on page 8.
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In our other major story (page 28),
Adrienne Rewi discusses the book as art,
based on an interview with American
artist Lilian Bell. As well, we have the
usual briels on people, events, commis-
sions and news about cratt Irom all
around the country.

For our next issue, Helen Schamroth
has carried out an extensive surveyol the
state olglass in New Zealand. Whatare
the design influences? How are glass
artists surviving in these tough times?
Heather Nicholson gives us a historical
look at knitting and Christine Thacker
profiles Waiheke Island woodworker
Kazu Nakagawa.

Polytech student worlr Feature and review next issue.
(Photo, Sandy Cannon)

Cralt/Design courses have had time
to Find their Ieet. In issue 36 we'll look at
how they're doing and we'll review the
exhibiti‘on ol I990 graduates work at
the Cralts Council Gallery.

A major architectural commission in Wellington.
Story page 24.

John Drawbridge has Featured be-
fore in the pages ol NZ Cral'ts. In this
issue (page 24), LesIeigh Salinger looks
at a major commission John under-
took, designing windows and panels
tor the Sisters ol Compassion Chapel
in Wellington.

Book art by Lilian Bell. Story page 28.

NZ Cralts is changing. We have a new
layout lormat, designed by Lexicon Design
Communications in Wellington. Production
of the magazine has shifted to Nelson.
Layout to Lexicon's basic design is done on
the Crafts Council's old Mac Plus compu-
ter, now installed in what used to be partol
our pottery showroom. Printing has been
done by Anchor Press in Nelson. Let us
know howyou Iikethe changes. NZCralts
welcomes news and photographs about
any significant cralt event. It you have a
good story, drop us a line.

On behalf of the editorial team and the
staFl at the Crafts Council office and gal-
lery, 22 The Terrace in Wellington, [hope
you enjoy this issue.

Peter Gibbs, Editor.
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PACIFIC FIBRE SYMPOSIUM
BY PETER GIBBS

H" n a scattered group of old buildings on the
\ campus of the Wanganui Regional Community
7 Polytech, the various threads of the Pacific
' Fibre Symposium were assembled early in

January. As the course unfolded over twelve days, the
threads intertwined, relationships formed, ideas crossed
over and merged. Strangely, the more the participants
gained and learned from each other, the more their
work spaces took on the individual characters of the
people working in them.

The spirit of the Pacific Islands filled the classroom
where Luseane Koloi and Pani Hemaloto worked. Tapa
cloth covered the walls and all day the beating of the
mulberry plant, source of Luseaneis tapa, filled the
building with its hypnotic rhythm. Pani worked on her
large tivaevae until it came time to spread it on the floor
to lay out and pin the various parts in place. She then
moved to a new room, which became a haven of quiet,
where visitors were always welcome to sit and talk.

The room shared by Rose Griffin and Jim Vivieaere
was also a haven, but a highly ordered one. Although
the casual visit was not unwelcomed, there was a sense
that here there was an intellectual flow, a search for
meaning on which to base the work which was the pur—
pose of the symposium. Quiet and serious too was the
old house used by Ruth Castle, Erenora Puketapu—Iletct
and Jacqueline Fraser.

Laughter was the sound most heard in the small
room shared by Toi Maihi, Eddie Maxwell and Tina
Wirihana, but their intentions were no less serious than
the others.

Outside, Mark Lander caught the passing foot traffic
as he prepared for his installation by making huge
pieces of paper from flax. Always ready to talk and to
share, many of the participants became caught up in his
process, wading in the pond, making paper for their own
projects.

Adjacent to the machinery of the paper making
plant, Anne Pluck, Malcolm Harrison and Judy Wilson
worked more independently, each intent on their own
projects, yet staying attuned to the work and ideas
unfolding all around them.

As stated in the funding application to the QEII Arts
Council, the aim the symposium was to “...involve par—
ticipants in an exchange of ideas and skills and to enable
them to develop and explore new directions in their
work." While the participants may have been seen from
the outside as a “who’s who” of New Zealand fibre art—
ists, this was not necessarily the ease. Many prominent
names were left out in an effort to give a balance to the
group. “The group includes Maori, Pacific Island and
Pakeha artists; key national figures working with fibre
and lesser known artists who have been commended by
their community; artists who are working cross—cultur-
ally and exploring ideas with the media.”

The symposium was hardly an isolated event. Its tim—
ing coincided with the Wanganui Summer School of the

Arts. Many of the participants were also involved in Te
Moemoea N0 Iotefa (The Dream of Joseph), an exhibi—
tion at the Sarjeant Gallery of Pacific Islands Art (see
review by Shari Cole — page 15). As well, an exhibition of
the work of those at the symposium will take place later
in the year to show the development of ideas since then.

The pre—symposium aims of the participants varied.
Best known as a quilt maker, Aucklander Malcolm Ilar—
rison aimed to make a statement about the definition of
fibre by working in wood, the most densely fibrous
material of all (by coincidence the I990 symposium at
Wanganui was based on wood).

Judy Wilson sees herself as a sculptor who just hap—
pens to have worked in wool for the past few years. She
brought just her tools from her rural Canterbury home
“...I thought it was the perfect opportunity to work in
different materials and with more depth into the culture
of New Zealand. I spent my first two (lays at the beach
and the bush, gathering up materials with no real idea of
what to do with them...l imagined I’d go on doing similar
things to what I was doing at home, but with the
different materials. It didn’t quite happen like that,
there was such a Maori and Polynesian atmosphere here
that that tended to influence my work.

Toi Maihi expressed her aims in her final summa—
tion. “I just love rhythms, and birds write these patterns
in the sky, they sing visual songs and to me they symbol—
ise freedom...l have hungcred to get near to Mark
(Lander) ever since I first saw his paper. I always want—
ed to fly things, kites. I made some based on the old
Maori shapes but with pakcha materials, but I hated it
and I wanted to do the thing totally with harakeke
(flax)...0ver there is my very, very first sheet of paper."

Mark Lan(lei"s paper eventually formed an installa~
tion filling a complete room. “is inspiration was to come
from the Wanganui environment of river and hills. rath—
er than from the other participants. “The first day we
came, the first thing I wanted to do was to get into my
van and disappear up the river to see what was happen-
ing. I drove to the top of the Gentle Annie. I was amazed
at the landscape, it was so steep. When I took some clay
from the bank I understood that the river has had an
easy job carving the land, the hills are very vertical and
the valleys are very sharp. I’m used to Canterbury
where the hills are quite rounded and rolling, but here
they”re very triangular. My first response was to use tri—
angles. When we went up on the river boat I expected to
see bush on the sides, but I saw none, just willows, so I
thought the land must have succumbed to settlement and
the hills must have been burnt, the bush cleared. So
I’ve put willow litter on the floor to symbolise that. For
the first time, I’ve actually cut into my paper and I’ve
painted it black with paint made from ground charcoal.”

Erenora Puketapu—Hetet intended from the start to
explore new directions. She has made a huge contribu—
tion to the Maori people and their art, but now feels that
the time has come to begin to express herself in whatever
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way is appropriate. She, chose to work with Ruth Castle.
“I want my grandchildren to grow up in a country where
they’re. not having to think. “well that's Maori art and
that’s Pakeha art." I want them to grow up in a country
where they’re looking at New Zealand art. a blend of the
two. lti’s going to develop if people take a little bit from
each other's culture. not just Maori to non—Maori but
both ways.M

Dealing with stumbling blocks in their work. learning
from the others how to get around them. was common to
many of the artists. Rose (iriffin of Nelson found that
even before the symposium she was forced to deal with
differciil problems. When commissioning her work for
'l‘e Moemoea No lotefa. the curator liangihiroa l’anoho
had suggested to her that she work outside of her normal
black and white. exploring colours which might give it
more of a l’acific coute\t. During the symposium. Jim
Vivieaere suggested furllicr ways to e\tend and expand
her work. She found these suggestions positive in steer—
ing her into areas which broadened the scope of her
work.

During the symposium. each participant was re—
quired to give a presentation to the group. as well as to
the general public. In the group “show and tells". the
eolistant themes were firstly a resolution of the art/craft
discussion and secondly a desire to work towards the

'l‘lie art/craft problem seemed to stem both from a
lack ofcoiifideiicc (“I’m just a craftsperson. I should
stick to what I know and leave the real innovation to the
“artists".") and. in the case of the more traditional craft—
speople. from the same feelings that stopped them using
other cultural material ("...tlicre is a traditional way to
do things. for me to alter that would be arrogant or a
breach ofctiquette...").

For those participants already established as artists.
these problems did not seem to exist to the same extent.
'l‘licy considered themselves as artists. took what they
needed from whatever source seemed most appropriate.
and got on with the work.

.\ud so it went. each one oftlic participants taking
and giv ing according to what the} needed or what the}
had to offer. >\s with last year's \Vanganui wood S}lllllt)i
siuni and the earlier ceramics symposium in Dunedin.
the benefits to those attending and to the wider craft
community may be slow to emerge. 'l‘he first indications
will come later this year. with the show of participants-
work at the Sarjeant. Most are imolvcd in passing on
their knowledge in l’olyteclis. on marae and in other foi=
iiial or informal teaching situations. so the benefits and
knowledge will spread.

type of New Zealand identity expressed by
l‘irenora l’ukctapu—lletel. K

For those working in more traditional .
areas. the restraints Were much greater. Both
l.useane Koloi and l’aiii llemaloto were ada—
mant that they worked as craftspeople. .\rt
and creativity did not enter into it; they were
working with ideas and techniques which were l
part of their culture, change was not an op— l
tion. Although l’ani came to Wanganui from
the Cook Islands in I‘M-8. when she was six—
teen, she still used the 'l‘iare Uravaru flower
(The 'lfiight o’clock' flower. which blooms at
dusk) as a constant motif. I asked her ifshe
had considered using New Zealand flowers or
Maori motifs and designs instead and she re,—
pljed. “I’d like to. but I don’t really feel I have
a right to.”

The constraint about cross—cultural
borrowing was widely acknowledged by the,
participants. although all agreed that such
barriers needed to be broken down for a New
Zealand identity to be established. The hesi—
tancy about actually doing it seemed to stem
from a fear of making cultural errors7 of inad—
vertantly stepping on toes by using techniques
or influences in a way which upset those who
may be seen to have prior claim. in spite of
such misgivings, the symposium provided
just the supportive environment in which such

FOR ALL YOUR HANDCRAFT SUPPLIES

Fabric catalogue available from our complete mail
order service

93 Collingwood Ave
Nelson
Phone (054) 87288

\

Braids 0 Fringes 0 Sequins - Beads 0
Leatherwork - Jewellery Findings -
Lampshade frames 0 Canework 0 Toy
Making 0 Embroidery Fabric and
DMC Threads- Ashford Spinning and
Weaving Products . All Craft Books-

Patchwork Fabrics:- Concord 0 Liberty 0
VIP 0 linny Beyer plus all accessories.

(Nelson) Ltd

exchanges could take place.
K Fax (054) 68056 )

EDITORIAL
BY JOHN SCOTT

t a time when the world is involved in an hor— was seen as diminishing the very essence of craft; the fine
rendous indulgence of technological violence. and highly refined skills of “craftsmanship”.

' “R. , .)-4',,v;) ~‘_ n . . . ,commenting on the 51‘1““ ‘ "1h ““1“ "1 l hat same debate is alive and well in New Aealand.
congriioiis and almost "Tm/“NHL Recent reviews in this magazine have for example her—

.\t the world Crafts Council Conference in Sydney a alded the accumulated sublinit; skills of Japanese. human
couple of years ago. countries such as Iran and Iraq treasures in contrasting and questioning the relevance of

. . . . . ,. . . . ‘
were used as examples of where, technological develop» “expressive ceramics . Other reViewers have at times
nieiits were crippling the craft economy and how crafts dismissed finely crafted objects as lacking innovation.
ceased to be significant in themselves once alternatives i'clegating such craft to obscurity while encouraging the
were readily available. art content regardless of “craftsmanship" or technique.

ironically these perceptions reinforce the roles craft Such emphatic statements of position I would suggest
plays in our own culture. Without entering into the de— are trying to impose a perception that a correct and def—
bate which substantiates craft and art as being one and initive posture is possible. Craftsmanship and technique
the same. our Society is in danger of diminishing the sig must be preserved and must be demonstrated for it to be.
nificancc of craft by erroneously accepting this very real craft. ()r conversely content design. intention and
premise. innovation are more important than how it is made.

(”in as .m example of humanity’s control over “.7 Once you assume one of these positions the alternative is
A 3 i ‘ i ( I l y n ' . . . v . . . .sources and through encouraging and reinforcing the dccidely unattractive pai ticiilai ly il thei e is little indic—

sensitive use of human skills. provides opportunities to ““0" ”l (”OIIIPI‘OHIISL.

li\ e a life style which rewards individuality. l‘inergy in preserving one extreme or the other of this
Recently, a rift occurred in Great Britain with Crafts debate is derisive and detrimental to one‘of the greatest

Council and Arts Council having to deal with those who attributes of craft — its capacity to recognise and embrace

felt the. Crafts Council had lost direction. Craft, it was
argued, was about making and about preserving and
valuing skills and workmanship. The tendency towards
\ aluing only craft which was “arty”, or which was at. the

all aspects of human creativity; craftsmanship. dexteiu
ity. design, concept and artistic expression.

Let’s hope our new craft panel avoids the traps of de—
fining craft indirectly by regarding and recognising only
art crafts as good craltsl“cutting edge" of newness and was innovative in design

0 o odistinctive
handmade urniture
l have been producing handmade, solid timber furniture in the Wellington region for many years now and
have gained a reputation for the high quality of design, timber selection and craftsmanship that goes into
each piece.

I will design and manufacture to my customers' particular requirements
using a wide variety of native or exotic timbers and also have an excellent
display of dining room, lounge and bedroom furniture in my Paraparaumu
showroom.

If you have been looking for quality furniture or would like something
specially made for you then write or call in and ask for me, Kerry Wales,
I‘ll be pleased to talk to you. M

W
FUR ITURE

2 RUAPEHU STREET, PARAPARAUMU.
PHONE (058) 70 471. FAX (058) 83 530.

OPEN SATURDAYS: 10 am-5pm. WEEKDAYS: 9am-5pm
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REINTRODUCING THE FABULOUS RACES
BY COLIN SLADE

t's obscene!" cried one critic. "It's a unique world. These amazing creatures included men—beasts
and important contribution to contemporary (Cynocephalus). humans with their feet pointing back—33%. iflm ;
art," came the response. ”Grotesque!" insist— wards (Antipod). humans with just one oversize leg andI- 131’ W
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Cynoceplmlus. .
Photo, Colin Slade. "
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ed others. "Imaginative and lively. A classy

piece of work!" said another. The debate raged through

the Christchurch City Council chambers. the newspa—
pers and the radio talk—back shows. They were all talk—
ing about "The Reintroduction ()f The Fabulous Races",
a sculpture for children by Christchurch artists Bing
Dane and Noel Gregg.

The work had been commissioned by the Christch—
urch City Council for Cathedral Square, the central city
plaza which is slowly and haphazardly being reclaimed
as an open space of importance to the city; one worth
visiting for reasons other than to worship or to catch a
bus. The council had originally called for submissions
from artists for a "children's play sculpture" to go in the
play area in one corner ofthe Square. Knowing that
such structures tended to be rather shapelcss plastic
masses which certainly get played on but hardly ever
looked at and thought about. Bing l)awe had other
ideas. He wanted to make something out of metal. and
ban ing worked with Noel Cregg before. first approached
Noel to gauge his interest. Then he set to work on his
concept and produced a series of drawings depicting
what he presented to the council's Inner City Working
Group as a "sculpture for children". a small lull signifi—
cant change of emphas to the brief. The working group
tool to the idea and gave Bing the commission.

The concept had developed from a strong beliefof
Bing's that today's society. in its obsession with analysis
and scientific explanation, has lost the. ability to believe
in magic or myth. Yet We are born with unlimited imagi~
nation. Bing cites the unquestioning beliefof young chil—
dren in the ability of Father Christmas to get down even
the smallest wood—burner chimney. They might be
momentarily puzzled by the logistics but'quickly return
to the preferable myth. which for them is actuality.
(Louis Johnson wrote a lovely poem on this subject,
called "Vision".)

As another example, Bing describes his own long
held wonder at the ability of the Fiji Fire—\Valkers to
conjure up amazing power over their bodies to endure
their ordeal. \Vhen he learned there. was a scientific ex—
planation he felt cheated. "Of course there is the human
need to discover," he says, "but there is also the wish to
remain mystified."

It is these positive and negative tugs on the human
spirit which currently engage Bing Dawe's attention.
The opposing fields of spiritual and material, of fear and
attraction, and of the transition from child state to adult
state and back again — by finding passageways through
the sculpture — are the influences that Bing wanted to
bring into play in the work. He delved into history for
his subject matter, becoming fascinated by the mythical
"fabulous races" that for centuries up to and even
beyond the Renaissance were believed by Europeans to
inhabit the Cast — the country beyond the edge of the

foot (Sciapod) and many other deformed, hideous but
enthralling beings. It is accepted that the believed exist—
ence of these. fabulous races was a strong motive for
early explorers to travel beyond known frontiers.

Bing's drawings described seven gates or barriers,
each reflecting or echoing one of the figures, and
arranged in a seven—sided enclosure. The figures adopt
attitudes appropriate to each barrier's theme. The Anti—
pod, whose flowing hair entwines her barrier, pulls aside
her steely strands to let children through. The Woman
with Large Cars stoops and lifts her fence so that chils
dren can get under. The Mail with Face, in ”is Chest
kneels to allow adventurous types to clamber over his
shoulder. The formidable. barrier of Cynocephalus is
exactly that. His message is out. The Sciapod sits on
his fence while the Woman with Six Arms allows children
to wrigglc around hers. Lastly, the Barrier with 'l‘rees,
Sun and Moon suggests an attractive. yet forbidden gar—
den within, reiterating the positive/negative message.
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The design was drawn around Bing's familiarity with
Noel Cregg's abilities and techniques. So when they
were given approval to produce a trial panel, there was
little further consultation necessary and in May 198‘)
work began on the Barrier with Antipod. After the piec—
es were cut out, it took twelve days and nights of almost
continual work to assemble it. "We did that first one in a
hurry," says Noel, "but I think it is the best of the lot." It
got the thumbs up too from the test panel of children and
others that the Inner City Working Group assembled,
and the much greater task then became a reality.

It required the purchase ofexpensive machinery as
well as materials. Noel hadn't worked with steel plate to
such a great extent before. and a plasma cutter was high
on the list. So too was a continuous feed wire welder.

Cartoon;
Barrier with Seiapod.
Photo, Colin Slade.



Annabel climbing
over Man with
Face in Chest.

Photo, Colin
Slade.

Far right:
Barrier with

Antipod.
Photo. Colin

Slade.

,.. i ' necessary to avoid holes
. i in the work at each weld.

A massive steel table was
' "—1 , - i required to lay out and

i i work on the 2 metre
,‘ ‘ 1 square panels. [I became

clear that the cost of the
> work would far exceed

1 ': _ the $410,000 budget.
Over the next year the

- pair worked steadily on
‘ the project. They trails—

lated in turn each of
..4 Bing's cartoons into chalk

outlines on the steel table
and Noel would begin the

,7 . long and demanding proc—
ess ofcutting. forging.

”‘ bending and welding the
many corrrponents into

place. The large figures were first cut out by an indus—
trial profile cutter. Noel would then cut or add material
to "get them right". At night Bing would arrive at the
huge and spend long hours grinding off all the rough
edges. He found it an enjoyable task after his day spent
supervising the Christchurch I’olyteeh Craft Design
(lourse. These times also provided for any alterations to
be decided on. There was always a close collaboration
between the two artists. Such a huge project can jeop—
ardise friendships but Noel described the process as
completely harmonious. "And we're still friends!" he
says with a grin.1tut if all was harmony in the Lowe
Street forge. the hammers ofdiscord rang in the (iouncil
(lhamber. In October 1989 a new ecomany—conscious
council had been elected and all sub—committees includr
ing the Inner (lity working Group. had been disbanded.
The seulpture's future appeared to be in jeopardy. ”We
didn't stop though." says Noel resolutely. "Once we start
something. we finish it!"

"in any case," adds Bing, "I had a buyer for it had
the council defaulted. But they had already paid over a
significant amount in progress payments. so they were
committed really."

llaving earlier taken part in an international collab—
oration on an imposing set of iron gates for the American
Ornamental Metal Museum in Memphis, (see NZ. Crafts
29), Noel was keen to initiate a little overseas involve—
ment in this equally prominent Christchurch sculpture.
The Christchurch firm of Stewart Steel agreed to spon—
sor the director of the museum at Memphis to come out
and assist on the last panel. Jim Wallace is a blacksmith
in his own right and a Fine Arts graduate from the ap—
propriately named University of Carbondale, the train—
ing ground of many internationally famous artists in
metal. He was highly enthusiastic and his participation
drew further public interest to the project.

By July 1990. construction was completed and the
panels were removed to Bing's studio for the surface
painting in surrealistic golds. greens and reds. With the
sculpture ready for installation. the council argument
began again. this time over where to put it. for the origi—
nal site was not now available. (lleefully the newspapers
reported the councillors' opinions of the work. and their
sometimes linked preferences for sites. one councillor
going so far as to suggest the sewage treatment plant as a
suitable place. This was too much for Noel (iregg. who
from the front page of the. following day's "l’ress" admon—
ished the councillors to "get down on their knees" before
the work. "They should see it before criticising it." he
said. "and preferably from a child's height." .>\nd so
they. and their children. did. (iarole l‘ivans of the sew—
age plant suggestion. was forced by her seven year old
grand—daughter to retract. "She climbed in and out and
said she loved it." the embarrassed (lr. l‘ivans admitted.

l‘lventually the sculpture was installed in the Square
, on the opposite corner to the children's area , and the
public was then admitted to the debate. This enlivening
debate continued through the newspaper correspond—
ence columns and the radio talk—back shows for weeks.
and though controversy was certainly not its purpose,

Dawe thinks the sculpture has already justified itself
with the contemplation and discussion it has provoked.
Noel Gregg expects the work to go on justifying itself for
a long time yet. "My job was to interpret the drawings
and turn them into metal according to my style,” he says7
"always remembering that my work is within a discipline.
I cannot work in the loose fashion that some artists do
today, just adding pieces of steel to pieces of steel with—
out any idea of workmanship. This piece will be judged
by future generations and by my international peers. It
had to look right and it‘s got to last."

Bing Dawe believes that a rich public presence of
such art signifies to tourists and citizens alike, a city's
maturity and confidence in itself. Those who share his
belief will be grateful that the craftsmanship that both
artists have put into its design and making will ensure
that "The Reintroduction Of The Fabulous Races" will
endure as a unique and important contribution to the
city's heritage.

LETTERS

ACADEMY REVIEW
I am writing regarding the observations

made by your reviewer, Jenny Pattrick, ofThe
New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts 1990
Craft Exhibition, Mahi-a-Ringa, and her
comments about the state of the Academy
generally.

Firstly, I agree with some other comments
regarding the standard ofthe craftexhibition.
Although there were some fine works on
show, a number of exhibits were below the
Academy's usual standard and these de-
tracted from the exhibition.

However, Jenny Pattrick’s review of the
exhibition was in reality a questioning of the
Academy’sdirection and indeed, its relevance
in the national art/craft scene. As some of
her remarks and the quoted press release
could be misconstrued, it is vital that any
misinformation and false rumours concern-
ing the Academy’s present situation and its
future are challenged.

It is important that every organisation
takes stock of its situation and its objectives
from time to time. This is a natural and
healthy process of any institution that wants
to continue to be successful and relevant.
Recently the Academy reassessed its service
to its members, to artists and craftspeople, to
sponsors, and the public and has chosen to
follow a path that I am confident will shortly
lead to improved exhibitions and related
activities.

Communication between theAcademyand
these various groups is essential and I am of
the opinion that it was largely a lack of
communication that was responsible for the
absence of some of New Zealand’s leading
artist/craftspeople and consequent lower
standard of the 1990 Craft Exhibition.

1n the early to mid-19805 some of the
Academy’s exhibitions achieved their zenith.
Under the fine directorship of Guy Ngan the
Academy presented well-funded innovative
exhibitions (along with the more traditional)
often giving some art forms their firstand only
Opportunityfor national exposure. However,
in this period more galleries and exhibitions
sprang up to meet the considerable demands
of artists and craftspeople. Often venues and
events had to ”compete" for work by exhib-
itors who were ”in demand”.

The Academy is a non profit making pri-
vate institution whose objective is to achieve
highan‘istic standardsatAcademyexhibitions
Grid throughout New Zealand. It does so
Without the benefit of the considerable
financial government assistance to which
Some arts bodies have access.

Jenny Pat‘trick states that as there are now
manydealer galleries, the need for a national
exhibiting institution like the Academy is
diminished. Yetitis no secretthatmany ofthe
private galleries throughout the country have
been hit severely by the economic downturn
and have approached the QEII Arts Council
for assistance to enable them to literally
survive.

Mostwould agree this is a lamentable state
of affairs and indeed nor has the Academy
escaped the present recession. Nonetheless,
exhibition sales have been reasonable
because, as Jenny Pattrick mentions, many
1’art lovers, art buyers and well-heeled busi-
ness people” are attracted to, and buy at,
Academy exhibitions.

The Academy offers all exhibitors, includ-
ing merging artists, the opportunity to exhibit
their work in one of the finest exhibition
spaces in the country as well as considerable
publicexposure fortheseworks. TheAcademy
makes no demands on exhibitors preventing
them exhibiting elsewhere and it charges a
commission less than most galleries. These
circumstances and a favourable opportunity
to sell work makes the Academy a very
attractive venue in which to exhibit for artists
and craftspeople. Many of these become
prominent and successful and fortunately
retain a loyalty and gratitude to the Academy
by continuing to exhibit there.

1990 saw the departure of some of the
Academy's sponsors and so, in a responsible
manner, the Academy provided more mod-
estopenings and catalogues. It is natural that
sponsors will from time to time decide to put
their funding elsewhere. However, the

‘iAcademy is delighted to have maintained
most of its long-term sponsors and there are
some very positive indications of new spon-
sorship in 1991/92,

As a footnote Jenny Pattrick quotes a press
release that stated the Academy could ”...no
longer supportthe costotprofessional staff..."
and "... will continue on a voluntary basis”.
(Editor's note; the quote from the Academy's
press release was added bythe editor shortly
before publication ofissue 34.} It should be
clearly understood that the term ”profession-
al” refers to the financial remuneration of
certain positions and not necessarily to the
knowledge, experience or ability that may be
associated with such a term. In the same
light, ”volunteer” refers to the unpaid activi-
ties ofthe Academy Council, a body ofar‘tist/
craftspeople and individuals with considera-
ble business and organisational acumen who
are fully confident of running the Academy in
a highly competent manner.

The Council has formulated the 1991 ex-
hibition programme which should prove to
be exciting, stimulating and profitable for
artists, craftspeople, members, sponsors and
the public.

The Academy will continue to be an or-
ganisation deserving of recognition and
support for providing a service that is unique
in New Zealand.
Kingsley Baird,
Artist Member and Council Member,
The New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts.

PLAGIARISM
With reference to Sue Curnow’s article llA

Landmark for Quilting”, Spring 1990, page
29, it is no wonder Libby Shalward and Judy
Hewin’s quilt made as a commission for the
Enzed Sewing Co. Ltd was displayed in a
relatively obscure place. The book Manda/a
by Katie Pasquini, Sudz Publishing, Eureka,
California, 1983, contains a colour plate
No.1 b, Nova, that is virtually identical with
their commission.

If 1, living in isolation, can find this plagia—
rism, why has the matter of copying work not
been addressed?
Helen Bissland, Stewart Island.

jewellery 'workshop/gallery

1
Blair Smith 1
goldsmith/jeweller

Anthony M. Williams
goldsmith/jeweller

319 George Street. Dunedin
PO. Box 5779, Ph:(03)477—3783



IN BRIEF

BONE STONE & SHELL
- ON THE ROAD

The Cratts Council exhibition Bone, Stone
and Shell is still on the road. The November
8 opening at its one month season in Singa-
pore created quite a stir. The opening at the
Singapore National Art gallery was attend-
ed by about 200 guests, twice the average
attendance tor an exhibition at this size.The
ceremony teatured a dance opening chore-
ographed by Jamie Bull and performed by
New Zealand dancer Liz McManus and Five
dancers trom the People's Association Dance
Company.

The show has since moved toJapan, where
the January opening in Kyoto was attended
by jewellers Warwick Freeman and John
Edgar. Alter Kyoto the exhibition will open in
Nagoya, and on approximately April 4 the
New Zealand Embassy in Tokyo will host the
exhibition with a dance opening, again
choreographed by Jamie BuII. Jeweller and
QEII Arts Council head Jenny Pattrick will
attend this opening.

Elena Gee
Photo Julia Brooke-White

NZ CERAMICS FOR EXPO 92
Hard on the heels ot the aborted show at

New Zealand ceramics at Faenza, Italy,
comes the announcement at a $532,000
collaboration between the Arts Council, New
Zealand Expo Ltd and the National Art Gal-
Iery and Museum to take an exhibition to
Seville, Spain tor Expo 92. ”Unquestionably
the most important exhibition of New Zea-
Iand ceramics ever,” according to Arts Council
chair Jenny Pattrick.

Curator tor the show will be National Art
Gallery & Museum Exhibition Development
Consultant James Mack. At Seville, the show

Q will form an integral part of the pavilion's

Steve Fullmer, on the road to Spain.
Photo, Lynne Griffith.

overall structure. Afterwards, the works will
come home to torm part ot the permanent
collection at the still unbuilt Museum of New
Zealand/Te Papa Tongarewa.

The selected artists are: Barry Brickell,
Christine Boswiik, Len Castle, Steve Fullmer,
Brian Gartside, Christine HeIIyar, Chester
Nealie, Richard Parker, Darryl Robertson,
Robyn Stewart, Julia Van Helden, Ann
Verdcourt, and glass artist Ann Robinson.

Expo 92 expects over 40 million visitors
and a television audience at hundreds of
millions around the world. ”We can expect
more people to be introduced to New Zea»
land ceramics in the six months at Expo than
have seen it in the past halt century," Jenny
Pattrick says.

The New Zealand pavilion will occupy a
site near the main entrance at the 215 heo
tare site, right next to the American and
British pavilions, The designer will be Logan
Brewer, who planned the Brisbane Expo 88
Pavilion and the XIVth Commonwealth Games
opening and closing ceremonies.

HONOUR FOR DOREEN
BLUMHARDT

Victoria University has conterred an
honorary Doctor of Literature degree on
Wellington potter and educator Doreen
Blumhardt tor her work as a potter and her
promotion 0t New Zealand cratt.

Doreen Blumhardt's tirst iob in art educa-
tion was at Central School in Nelson in 1940.
Itwas iust the toIIowing year that she became
relieving artand cratt lecturer atChristchurch
Teachers College. Her talentand enthusiasm
was noticed by the Director at Education Dr
C.E.Beeby, who asked her to go to Welling-
ton to develop art and craft activities suitable
tor introduction into primary schools.

During the Iorties she travelled extensively,

training specialists in arts and cral‘ts, who
passed their skills on to teachers. Because at
her work, she was asked to represent New
Zealand at the 1949/50 UNESCO conter-
ence on Art and Cratteducation. In 1951 she
was appointed head ot the Art Department at
Wellington Teachers Training College, a
position which she held until 1972.

During the 19505, her interest in pottery
was able to develop Further and she began
exhibiting in 1955. She was involved in the
creation oI the magazine ”NZ Potter” in
1958 and remained a member otits editorial
committee tor twelve years. In 1975 she was
invited by AH. and AW. Reed to write c.
book on New Zealand potters, illustrated by
Brian Brake. Published in 1976, the booI.
was entitled "NZ Potters, their Works anc
Words". In 1982, she was co-winner with
Brian Brake ot the Wattie Book of the Year
Award tor ”CraIt New Zealand” .

Photo Graig Royle

She has been active as an executive mem*
ber of the NZ Society at Potters (President
1969), CraIts Council 0t New Zealand and
Academy ot Fine Arts (Vice President tram
1976 until 1989) and is a lite member ot all
those bodies, as well as of the Wellington
Potters Association.

MINIATURE ART
Two Auckland artists were represented at

the Fitth Annual International Exhibition of
Miniature Art held in Toronto last year. The
exhibition was open to all visual artists in a
variety ot categories. Marie Potter had two
pieces accepted. Pictured below is her ”Min-
iature Basket”, 90mm in height, made tram
copper wire, waxed thread, leather and
copper sheeting.

Anita Berman, also exhibited two pieces,
miniature handwoven tatestries, each 5cm x
7cm, called ”View tram the Studio Window,
I & II". Berman will also Feature in a book
published by Lark Books, North Carolina
USA entitled Fiberarts Design Book IV. Two
of her three pictured works deal with the
theme 0t driitnet Fishing (most ot her current
work is on environmental themes). Applica-
tions For inclusion in the book, due tor release
in October 1991, came tram 4000 artists
worldwide, with 525 being accepted. The
book will be available through Books Un-
limited, Broadway, Newmarket, Auckland.

RIght:"Miniatl/re Basket”,
Below: Anita Berman, View by Marie Potter
from the Studio WindowI

WEARABLE ART RETURNS
TO NELSON

From a marquee in the pouring rain,
where the small audience had to hit their teet
to stop the water trom Flowing into their
shoes, to a gala spectacular in a packed
stadium seating 2500. It’s taken tour short
years tor Nelson’s Chez EeIco Wearable Art
Awards. Now it gets prime TV and media
coverage . The organisers at I’Memphis in
May”, thatcity’s annual arts Festival, are keen
to have the show travel there next year.
Planning and organising the show is almost
a Full time job for local sculptor and event
administrator Sue Naor.

Last year's winner; Bacon
Bitties, by Lynda Duncan.
Photo: Hamish Stewart.



The origins at the show go back a Few
years to when a group at crattspeople From
around the WakeFieId area, south ot Nelson,
decided they needed a crattcooperative in a
nice venue. Forestry company Baigents
owned a derelict cob cottage on the main
road and agreed to give them the use ot the
building and to assist with materials to
restore it.

The William Higgins Gallery, named aFter
an early settler in the area, needed publicity,
so Naor decided to go out and seek spon-
sorship For award exhibitions. The Baigents
sculpture award was the First, but a casual
discussion with Eelco Boswiik, owner at
Nelson’s Chez Eelco coFFee house sparked
OFF the idea ot a wearable art show.

Waketield kindergarten teacher Christine
Hatton soon entered the picture as choreog—
rapher For the First show. A primitive theme
was decided on and dance routines evolved
which allowed each entry to be modelled as
part at a live dance show.

The Formula was an instant success. The
themes, the stage sets, the venue, have

grown every year, In I990, Nelson's Tra-
FaIgar Centre seated an audience at 2500,
each with a pre-packed meal 0F local deIica-
cies and wine.

In I99) , prize money has grown to
$13,600. The show opens For two nights on
September 6, Entries are due by July )3.
Forms can be obtained From 2) O St Vincent
St, Nelson.

HANDCRAFT IS MY LIFE

By SeniIoIi Sovea
My interest in handicrait goes way back to

my childhood days when my dear mother in
her quiet sure way could and would make
almost anything beautiFuI out at voivoi -
pandanus leaves and coconut palm leaves. I
vividly remember when she used to make a
carrying basket (ketekete out at coconut
leaves) For me as | ioined my brothers on their
visits to the plantation. She would tell me to
carry backvegetablesand FruitFortheevening
meals. She would also make Fishing baskets
- noke, also made From coconut leaves to take

For those shell Fishing trips or prawn Fishing.
The beautiFuI and intricately woven sleeping
mats I took to the boarding school were
admired by teachers and parents alike. I
dedicated my appreciation to her For this
early exposure to craFts. Mine is contempo-
rary while hers is traditional.

Training in the art oF making any Form 0F
cratt by using local materials continued dur-

Seniloli Sovea. Photo: Samabula Photo Studio

ing my schooling and entry into the work
Force. I travelled widely within Fiji and was
Fortunate to do likewise overseas.

There are Four important Factors which
contributed tremendously to my present
knowledge, expertise and happy way oF lite.

I. As a government servant in the Wom-
en’s Interest OFFice I was exposed to rural
work pertaining to women's interests — name-
Iy cooking, sewing, health and handicratt. I
brought to them the more economical, nutri-
tious and advantageous aspects in exchange
For the traditional aspects.

2. As the vocational training and home
industries staFF member with the YWCA, I
was involved in providing the young mem-
bers with a useFul Form oF livelihood.

3. With Fiji Visitors’ Bureaus we tried to
promote traditional and saleable craFts to
those women who wish to make money From
tourists, The aim is to otter attractive, original
Fiiian giFts.

4. Currently my livelihood is largely sup-
plying a leading Pacitic Fashion shop, Tiki
Togs with jewellery.

I was Fortunate indeed to be at the Cratt
Council at New Zealand’s annual conFer-
ence held at Upper Hutt last year. The
designs and work have given me new per-
spectives and incentives. As a result I am
excited indeed to include new lines in my
work. I have also recommended to the
National Cratt Committee ot the Fiii Arts
Council a similar programme For our Annual
Cratt Fair.

ROB LEVIN
By John Scott

. A year has passed since American
gIassworker Rob Levin was in New Zealand
sharing his skills and perceptions at the
Wanganui Summer School (see N.Z. CraFts
Issue 32, Winter I990). His visit to Wan-
ganui coincided with the National Wood
Symposium held atthe Polytechnic. While it
was inevitable that Levin would become
involved with many at the leading New
Zealand artists and crattspeople working in
wood, the integration oF wooden elements
into blown glass was a less obvious outcome.

Rob has since written and thanked N.Z.
CraFts For his ”First Front cover” ever, reFIecte
ing on the time in New Zealand. ”It is clear
that wood plays a maior part in the New
Zealand aesthetic.” He was impressed by
the range at approaches and the commit'
ment to using wood in a sensitive manner.
While already working with wood as a
component oF some work prior to coming to
New Zealand, slides at recent work reFIect
his interaction with the wood symposium.

"Untitled, wood, glass, rope and bamboo, I IOOmm;
by Rob levin.

OUT OF THE BOX
Reviewed by Evelyn Kelly

The Sarieant Gallery, Wanganui, recent-
Iy staged a showing at an unusual private
collection - that oF Rick Rudd’s ceramic boxes.

Rick sees the box as an ideal item on which
to base an encompassing survey at day
work in New Zealand. It is a wide-ranging
collection, and covers the entire time in
which studio pottery bas been in existence in
this country. The early studio potters are
there, with work by Olive Jones, Briar Gard-
ner, Oswald Stephen, and a piece From our
very earliest studio potter, Elizabeth Lissa-
man made especially For the collection in
I 990 » 70 years alter she started potting!

The history and development at New Zea-
land studio pottery in all its stages can be
traced in this collection: the early do»it-
yourseIF days oF oiI drip Feed and vacuum
cleaner blower; the increasing outside inFIu-
ences as the world appeared to become
smaller; the advances oF technology includ-
ing the space-age kiln Fibre lining; and
accessibility at new materials - stains, lustres,
etc.

It is an exciting collection to view, and For
the potter (and others) can provide an educa-
tion, a voyage oF discovery and a series oF
puzzles and surprises.

Rick admits that his recognition oF what
constitutes a ”box" has widened and now
extends to anything that the maker (or the
collector) considers to be a box. There is the
slumped box at Stephen Banks; Barry Brick-
eII’s ”Boxodoggic”, Scott HockenhuII’s in-
sect-pedestaIIa lustred cube), and Julie War-
r(art's 2-D wall piece. Sizes vary From
Rosemary Perry's carved celadon ring-box,
40mm diameter, to Don ThornIey’s I m long
Piece bought aFter Don’s untimely death in
I990.

_The collection began about I979. Many
Pieces have been boughtatextiibitions, some

Pick Rudd's boxes . an unusual private collection

direct From the maker, occasionally From
shop or dealer gallery, at least once at
auction, and sometimes Rick commissions
work. A couple at very early pieces were
given to him by other potters who were
aware oF ”gaps” in the collection and gener-
ously parted with...an Yvonne Rust and a
James Greig! These are especially prized,
not only For the maker but the giver.

There are I5) boxes in the collection at
last count but it is still growing as more gaps
are Filled and new potters appear, There are
Few by Maori potters (claywork was not part
at the early Maori culture) but as the students
emerge From the CraF‘t Design Courses, all
sorts at boundaries are being broken, includ»
ing this one. The next showing ot the collec-
tion could be even more interesting.

A well illustrated catalogue is available
From the Sarjeant Gallery, $5 including

‘ ' packing and postage.

TE MOEMOEA NO IOTEFA
(THE DREAM OF JOSEPH)
Reviewed by Shari Cole

With the avowed purpose, "To examine
and explore the visual side oF (South PaciFic)
context and the ways in which artists in this
country are exploring it, " this exhibition drew
From Four strands at art activity, locating
items over the previous year. Curator Rang-
ihiroa Panoho and staFF pursued a web at
connections to obtain old taonga - tapa cloth,
weavings, carvings, tivaevae, and historical
photographs which supply the traditional
base to which the later art relates.

Related to these, but extending into new
materials and Forms in the New Zealand
setting, is a second body at work by PaciFic

Island crattspeople living in New Zealand.
Art by palagi (non-Polynesians) drawing
upon Pacitic Islands subiects brings a third
strand , Twined throughout are threads From
contemporary PaciFic islands artists in New
Zealand, each coming From and going to a
diFFerent destination - all well grounded in "a
Western aesthetic" and use oF traditional
European art materials.

You enter, scrutinised by IoseFa Leo's seat-
ed but powerFuI Samoan Family chiet, under
sheer suspensions oFMark Lander'sharakeke
paper, loosely painted with tapa-like motits.
The line at vision leads through the tale Fono
structure, the meeting point in the central
gallery, to reveal precious old tapa suspend-
ed beyond.

In the IeFt gallery hang Cook Islands tivae-
vae bedcovers, as itFora community celebra-
tion. Bouquets at their Flower themes accom-
pany them. To the right, mats with coloured
yarn edgings and Niuean neck garlands in
manipulated plastics contrast with a sober
horizontal weave mat From Kiribati and Tina
Wirihana's traditional kete. A wiIIow
wrapped stone by Judy Wilson veers away
From the Functional. This caretuI iuxtaposition
0F subtle/bright, ancient/modern, deeply-
rooted/transplanted borrowings and loan-
ings demonstrates artists living and dead
interlacing From many directions.

This is an exhibition For returning to otten.
It marries history with the evolution oF Iiving
arts; also work by those who experienced
only their own tradition, with art by people
trying to rediscover those traditions. The
collection ranges From paintings, drawings,

View through Fate structure to
the theme tivaevae - Te
Moemoea No lotela,
Photo Donald Cole



Fatu Feu'u -
Fa-ada Mo Taeao.

Photo: Donald Cole

and sculpture; to objects put together From
"lowly" materials, tor purely decorative pur-
poses, amid laughter and talk. Te Moemoea
No loteta illustrates that Pacitic culture draws
no line between art and lite.

Handbags plaited traditionally, but with
plastic strapping, have as much in common
visually with the pieced tivaevae taorei bed-
covers as they have with conventional pan-
danus handbags. Fatu Feu'u's paintings use
some conventional tapa imagery, but stretch
those conventions in colour and introduction
ot other Pacitic images. Indeed the "tine art"
end ot the spectrum ranges trom slash-and-
splash spontaneity to the precise drattsman-
ship ot Michel Tuttery's allusions to Samoan
men's body tattoo.

To me the heart at the exhibition is the
room scene - "typical butnot stereotypical" ot
theway people live now, here and otten in the
islands. With turniture tram several decades
ago, the stereo, the video, the guests' bed in
this one multipurpose room, tamilies draw
around them a warm blanket at memories at
those absent. Neck garlands honour photo-
graphs ot relatives. Gitt mats, tapa, hats are
more than decoration. They represent giv-
ing, and a whole way at lite. They say that
we change, but part at us stays the same.
They say that we are not alone.

NELSON POTS, NELSON
CRAFTS
Reviewed by Peter Gibbs

It hasn't been been an easy tew months tor
the Suter Gallery. In September, the Suter
Trust Board announced that it was terminat-
ing the position of director. Austin Davies
would leave the gallery at the end at the
month and the new position at business
managerwould be advertised. Mr Davies, at
course, would be Free to apply. The good
citizens at Nelson were not about to take this
lying down and neither was Austin Davies.

Threats at legal action, acrimony all round,
an incredible amount at local media cover-
age and the tinal result, annnounced just ‘
betore Christmas that the tormer director
would be back behind his desk at the begin-
ning at February.

During the hiatus, Nelson potters got on
with organisation tor their summer show.
The overloaded Suter statt were unable to
sustain plans tor a selected cratt show in the
adjacent room, so instead got on with a
curated cratt exhibition, inviting just a tew ot
the top people in media other than clay.

In the pottery exhibition it was obviously
business as usual tor most at the exhibitors.
Polished,qualitywork,good cratt, even good
art, but not much that was new. The common
reaction was that it was the same old stutt.
We expectgood crattsmanship in functional
work, and in this show we got it. We also got
clever, innovative, non-Functional work. Yet
people didn't think an awtul lot ot it simply
because they'd seen it, or something similar,
betore.

The modern world at media hype leads us
to expect a constantly changing teast ot
experience. How can any crattsperson com~
pete with that? The problem lies with the
viewer; we‘ve torgotten how to look at work
and we're easily bored.

But just stating the problem won‘t make it
go away. A potter, or any crattsperson can't
just ignore the public. Like it or not, we've
becomea media show too. Good cratt is still
good cratt, but not so many people are now
prepared to accept that as a good reason tor
putting their hand into their pocket.

Following the national trend, prizes were
plentiful. Alan Ballard took the main award

Alan Ballard, winning platter. Photo Vic Evans

with a large temmoku/chun platter. Alan is i
one ot many Nelson potters who do not

‘ participate in national shows, making un»
pretentious pots tor a living. This piece said
nothing at creativity or imagination, it was

, simply an imposing Form with a beautitully
‘ lush glaze. Italso illustrated amply the main

strength at the show; strong pots, almost
unattected bytashion.Theothermajoraward,
tor tunctional work, went to Darryl Frost, For
his bamboo and clay steamer. As well nU'
merous merit awards were handed out.

In the next room, Willa Rogers' baskets
and sculptural torms made trom pine
needles, bark, vines, leaves, branches, and
seed pods conjured up images at coracle-
like boats and homes tor little burrowing
creatures.

Bowl, Ola & Marie Hoglund, Photo, Vic Evans

Ola and Marie Hogluncl's glass was cool
and elegant, their European training appar-
ent. The silver jewellery ot Jens Hansen also
conveyed this uncluttered simplicity. On the
other hand, the gold and silver patinated
brooches by Gavin Hitchings had an intro-
verted richness. John Hearn‘s wooden chest
Used a variety at woods to give a strong,
rugged appearance, contrastingwiththeclean
lines at John Shaw's elegant tables.

The highlight For me were the pieces by 3
Jenny Barraud, which spoke ot lite and death,
0t children and growing old. "My commit-
mentto an artthat shows my personal content ‘
means that my work is simply the diary at my
lite. The genesis at a new work is often
traumatic, the making at it otten theraputic
and the exhibiting at it otten uncomtortable. ”

MAU MAHARA
Reviewed by Louise Guerin
When I was a teenager my mother, Lorna,
would beckon me into the kitchen, open the
bottom cupboard, and reveal therein to my
totally unappreciative eye, growing serried
ranks otbottled truit. Golden Queen peaches
were mostprized. They were all evenly sliced
and beautitully arranged against the glass.

I thought she was mad, but tortunately,
had enough nous to quietly appreciate her
sense at satistaction. A hot, end at summer
task, well done.

I now bottle tomatoes myselt . and otten
target, overthe winter, to eatthem. That's not
why I do them. I’m atter that same tangible
sense at reward tor hanging about For a
couple at hours with steam and Fruit skins.

Simple, irreplaceable treasures in an Agee
jar. This was the First cratt story I thought 0t
when approaching Mau Mahara: Our Stories
in Cratt, butsomehowAlison Holst’s designer
kiwitruit, which are part at it, didn't hold the
some magic.

There are lots at other treasures in the
show, however, which do. A mad, minature
spiral staircase impeccably constructed in
1876; korotete (eel holding pots) trom the
Wanganui River; rag rugs; coronation mugs;
and a group otshell dolls. On and on itgoes.
A tremendous Curatorial challenge drawn
trom collections all over the country.

Jean Harton's boy doll Stephen, has re-
ceived a good deal ot publicity and he is
worth itall. Very endearing to meetJean and
her grandmother, caught by a 1950’s street
photographer and then to see Jean now, with
her daughter Felicity, and her toys. Similarly
the sight at Mr A.L. Williams in his Curvesse
chair greatly adds to its dimensions.

The l9l6 photograph ot the shy W.B.
James A. (call me Jimmy) Johnston adds
great weight to the wondertul paua gavels
and blocks he made tor the Kaikoura Lodge
No. 60 and was later given back to him in
1947. My guess is Jimmy didn't otten wear
the pristinewhitegloves heiscaretullyholding
in the picture.

Further delights are altered, such as the
rinsing, ringing sounding ot a child’s metal
hoop being bowled along a road. It prompts
questions about the sounds made by other
exhibits when in working order. What were
the smells?

A central success is the book Mau Maha~
ra: Our Stories in Cratt, to go with the show.
ltgives many objects theliveliness ota context
which they are distinctly lacking in their

1 actual presentation. Deborah Smith's tine
photographs bring abouta large part at this
ettect, introducing us to many makers and
collectors in their own settings. I'm surprised
more at these pictures were not used in the
exhibition as they inject such lite. Many
people could not attord to buy the book and
so missed this human aspect ot the show.

The exhibition itselt is a little sterile by
comparison. It’s a bitota puzzle. It is so tull
at wondertul pieces and quirky delights it
should be a tail~sate success and yet some-
how it doesn’t quite come ott. It lacks tocus.
| tound it hard to work out quite what the
collection was getting at, above simply being
a glorious show-and~tell.

As Cratts Council at N.Z. President John
Scott outlines, Mau Mahara developed trom

a broad idea at illustrating how Maori and
Pakeha have used and developed their cratts
and how both cultures became intluenced by
each other. This is not immediately obvious,
though there are tew pieces which demon-
strate this. Many at the Maori objects remain
tirmly within an established, unseltconscious
tradition. They certainly illustrate virtuosity,

' another strand at the Mau Mahara agenda,
but not biculturalism, at themselves. They sit
alongside tolk art components at purely per-
sonal and eccentric inspiration which in turn
don’t tit totally comtortably with contempo-
rary crattwork. Creative impetuses have
come trom a rag bag: tram accepted ways
at doing things; trom necessity; or From a
simple need to dream away time. Their
intensities are mismatched.

The venue doesn’t help. Shed l l as a
setting tor so many small and unrelated
pieces is rather hollow and overwhelming.
No doubt there were budget constraints but
the size and domestic nature at so many at
the pieces call out tor a cosier display back-
drop.

Apparently a decision was taken some-
where along the line to Favour tew labels tor
the show, to encourage tree interpretation by
the visitor. Great principle, but there are
degrees at Freedom. The lack ot signposts

Deborah Smith
photographing Alice Hill '5
basket made from cigarette
packets.



Model kauri
staircase l l876)

by James Pooley.
Photo: Deborah Smith t 7yi...

has resulted in a bit oia one-sided conversa-
tion, with lots at questions irom the viewers.
"Why this with this?” can easily become
1’what’s the pointoi that?” The overall ieeling
is one at the objects vying with one another,
rather than iruit‘iully interacting with them-
selves and the public.

Objects, otcourse, do tell their stories, and
eagerly so ii they ieel enough attention is
being paid. But some at the items in this
exhibition have been on museum shelves too
long to ieel like speaking up any more. They
have lost touch. And anyway, there’s noth-
ing quite like being attracted to an object
somehow and then meeting the maker or
owner and liking him or her and then having
time to hear their story. It’s more than a
process oiproduction that is then outlined. It
the listener’s lucky, it is the dreams, longings
and legacies lei‘t that come out, along with the
material dimensions.

The sad tact is that most oi our stories in
cratt have been lost. The tales at home
knitters, cake decorators, candle makers,
bespoke tailors and monumental masons.
For generations. So ordinary they have
simply disappeared. I had hoped somehow
that Mau Mahara might have incorporated
something like very short oral histories or
some other means oi actually telling their
lives. Those people had great jokes and cons
and scandals to relate as well as recipes and
raw material reierences. Those stories.
Pertinent paragraphs do accompany most
objects - Iwanted more. They justwhetted my
appetite!

Renwick’s Rex Woolley eloquently ex-
presses this sense oi regret over lost arts:
llWell, I never plaited a whip myseli. The only
plaiting I ever learned was ilat plaiting. I had
a iair idea how it was done and | only wish
that I’d learnt. Things like that get iorgotten.
I guess now I’ll never get to do one.”

Videos are part oi Mau Mahara but they
are uniortunately not speciiic enough in ior-
mat. Their rambling term does justice neither
to the people we see in them nor to the
exhibition visitor. They do contain valuable
visuals but it’s a really dedicated person who
is prepared to stand patiently in iront oi a
very small screen while unedited sequences
slowly slip by. Darkened viewing area;
short, sharp segments; and chairs would
greatly have enhanced the video presentas
tions.

Mau Mahara does provide a iascinating
opportunity to compare the diiierences in
original energy sources » between things
made in urgent extremes and objects which
appear in a trance-like state and those that
are sweated over as the result oi an intellec-
tual exercise.

The show includes a wondrous, 5.3 metre
loose-link kauri chain carved in one piece
irom a verandah pole. All those whiled away
evenings! As Arthur Wilson, a retired road
worker irom Dunedin puts it ”...you mightbe
sitting at night with time on your hands and
you want to do something. I've seen that sort
oithing where a iella will kick oit putting one
thing on top otanother thing or cut into a bit
at wood with a pen kniie and, beiore you
know it, you’ve got a piece oi Furniture or a
model boat inside a bottle.”

Contrast this with the 1’waste not want not”
school ot resource management. Alice Hill,
woven cigarette packetbasket maker: ”There
isn’t a thing in the house that you can’t use it
you sit down and work it out and there’s
always a use tor something that doesn’tcost
a lot oi money. It was a case oi having a
tamily oismokers. 50, oh, I satiora long time
with thosecigarette packetsand theiirstthing
I made was a dog."Contemporary cratt—
sperson Warwick Freeman talks about his
early seli education and his seli awareness
now: ”This early Paciiic work has an unset-
tling eiiect on me. When handling it I am
iorced to coniront my own cleverness. Its
realness up againstthe perceived superiicial-
ity at being a jewellery maker now.”

Rug maker Beatrice Cross, on her own
admission, tortures herseli with her crait
endeavours and the search ior originality:
”Quite irankly anyone can hook rugs. Yet I
was onlythinking Iastweekthat I wasamazed

at the mental distress that my rugs cause me
now!...The making is easy but I make :t
diiiicult as i go along.ll

Mau Mahara also provides a time to
celebrate hoarders and collectors. Rosemary
McLeod: ”l collect these things because oithe
tradition in my own iamily in which womer
have always made crait oi one kind or
another and prided themselves on their ex
pertise.

llI’ve kept specimens at handcraits irorr
my own iamily as well as rummaging in junk
shops because even in my own liietime womr
en have lost those skills and Idon’t think we’ll
ever acquire them again. One thing l’ve
learnt is not to get rid oi anything. l’m
interested in the marginal area between what
we call craits and admire and put in art
galleries,and popularlypractised craitswhich
we tend to look down on which are usually
made by women,

”\Ne might only have a short history but
that’s all the more reason ior it to be better ‘
documented."

Mau Mahara is a great landscape oi
objects oi social and cultural signiiicance.
Very worthwhile taking a stroll through.

Justine Olsen comments on Louise
Guerin's review of Mau Mahara.

The concept oi Mau Mahara, that 0i re»
vealingthe socialand cultural contextoiNew
Zealand crait through the mechanism oi the .
story was a relatively unexplored area in the
history oi New Zealand exhibitions. The task
oi selecting a representative range at cratt
which was well provenanced presented a
challenge tor the Curatorial team at John
Parker, Clitt Whiting and myseli. The selec»
tion oi crait was based on various themes
which were prevalent in New Zealand cratt.
These consisted oi the handing on ot skills,
virtuousity and the joy oi making, the design,
and iunction oi crait and lastly community
meanings. The themes were intended to be
conveyed through the stories provided with
each work.

It is intended that the exhibition design at I
Auckland Museum may provide clearer un-
derstanding oi the intentions behind the ex-
hibition. Objects will be grouped around the
themes when spaces permit. The interaction
at objects will also be more strongly consid-
ered. An introductory text panel at the
entrance and thematic labels placed through
the display will also assist in enlarging the
audiences' understanding oi the concepts
behind it.

t
t

BOOK REVIEWS

THE TAPESTRY HANDBOOK -
BY CAROL K. RUSSELL
Reviewed by Pat Wilkinson

"The time is right ior contemporary weav-
ers to reaiiirm our commitment to the simple
structures oi ancient textiles” - so says Carol
K. Russell in the introduction to her book ”The
Tapestry Handbook”, This is a good weaving
philosophy and provides a iocus ior our
attention at all stages at weaving.

This excellent book leads you step by step
through tapestry techniques and provides all
you need to know, trom preparing the warp
to iinishing and mounting the completed
tapestry. Each chapter deals with a particu-
lar technique: making a butterily; choosing
yarns; pick and pick; weit relays; vertical
lines; shading; eccentric weits; non-woven
techniques (soumak, twining etc); outlining;
blocking, iinishing, mounting; handling a
cartoon; and elements otdesign - line, colour
texture, shape and direction. These are
documented in tremendous detail with clear
illustrations including tips, advice and pitialls
(so good to have these pointed out) atthe end
oi each chapter. All at which coniirms that-
Carol Russell is an experienced tapestry
weaver; she really has done the things she is
talking about.

The layout is good. The technique illustra'
tions are right next to the written descriptions
which makes reierral easy. There are numer-
ous colour photographs oi tapestries irom all
over the world. This book is much, much
more than a work book, because as well as
illustrating the speciiic techniques, it is aes
thetically pleasing and will inspire you to try
tapestry weaving. . ~

Although you would need to have some
weaving knowledge beiore tackling the
project suggested, the instructions are very

(Enrol K. Russell

clear and what a sense oi achievement to
complete it!

it you would like to learn how to do
tapestry weaving you could not do better
than to acquire this book. Although putting
iorward the idea at ”simple structures” the
photographs shown and Carol Russell’s en-
thusiasm tor her work, prove that versatile
and innovative work can be achieved within
the boundaries oi ”tabby” weaving.

Published by Lark Books, 50 College St,
Ashevi/Ie, N.Caro/ina 2880], USA.
US$26.95 (hardback). Avai/able from the
publisher.

BASKETRY: THE NANTUCKET
TRADITION - BY JOHN
MCGUIRE
Reviewed by Willa Rogers

Nantucket isa rugged, bleak, iog—shroud-
ed island oti the coastoi New England on the
western shore oi the United States. Among
the shoals and reeis which abound in that
area, lightships were stationed last century to
guide the many trading ships through the
tortuous channels to the saiety oi the port oi
Nantucket - an important trading centre,
especially ior whaling vessels. From this
unlikely setting sprang the crait oi the Non-
tucket lightship basket, a distinctive and unique
design characterised by sets at nesting bass
kets with wooden bases, cane weavers and
swinging bail handles,

Traditional basketmaking has usually
evolved where there is an abundance at local
materials and it was women who carried on
the tradition. in contrast Nantucket baskets
were craited irom imported materials - wood
trom New Hampshire and cane irom the
Paciiic, and were designed and made by the
men who manned the lonely lightships, oiten
ior months at a time.

John McGuire is a renowned basketmaker
oitraditional New England baskets, a widely
acclaimed teacher at crait schools and mu-
seums in the United States and, as this book
testiiies, a social historian who researches his
subject thoroughly. He is also the author oi
”Basketry: The Shaker Tradition”, and ”New
England Splint Basketry”.

In the iirst two chapters the author traces
the history oi the region and the evolution oi
lightship baskets. included are many illustra-
tions and colour photographs, both at the
island and its old historic buildings and oi
antique baskets. For the collector the text

helps the reader diiierentiate between a
quality basket and an interior one.

The major portion oi the book is devoted to
step by step instructions on the craiting oi
these baskets. Over 200 close-up photo-
graphs and detailed lists oi tools and materi-
als required guide the reader through the
various stages oi creating these elegant bass
kets. There are chapters covering wood-
working iundamentals, the splitting and
shaping oi staves irom oak trees, placing the
rims, making the lids, hinges and handles,
and the iinishing and care oi the basket.

The book concludes with a comprehensive
glossary and bibliography.

”Basketry: The NantucketTradition” is an
important and exciting addition to the grow-
ing number at basketry publications and will
be valued highly by collectors and basketv
makers alike.

Publishedby Lark Books, 50 College Street,
Asheville, North Carolina 2880i, U.S.A.
Price US$24. 95 (hardback) , Available From
the publisher.
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KOBI BOSSIMRD
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. se1f~colisciotis exploration for Pacific identity
has led New Zealand jewellery iilto a new hei—

‘ii 1 rarelly of material. tllat of the “natural”.
bone stone alld shell. This has left lllilcli of

the contribution of “eurocentric” metallurgy to sollle
190(l fascination with Scandinavian llioderilislli.
Craftsmen siiell as Kobi Bosshard alld .Iens 11ansen
stand out as individuals who establislled tllelllselves ill a
cliillate tllat was ollly just begilllliilg to discover y'oglliirt.
salami aiid European cllique. '1‘1leyaresti11iiplloldillg
and developillg a tradition of working ill silver with all
integrity founded on thirty yearsexperience.

(Irouehed like all elltllusiastic street seller l\obi
llosshard carefully removes drawers fiill of forllled silver
and spreads out his life as a maker before lile. 1n the
privilege of a private retrospective. alld biiildiilg on llly
interest ill his work for the past 20 years. strands ofcx»
ploratioli b ‘aid across the floor. l\lways present is as
surance ill the working of silver. For three decades l\obi
Bossliard has worked with a precisioil and quiet pride of
mastery with his clloseil material. Within this there havu
always beeil restraints. Tight adherence to self—imposed
limits of workillg processes. geollletrical order. functions
al collstraillts alld desigll concepts. could loilg ago have
reduced a less exploratory maker to a repertoire of sell?
parody alld dull repetition. What 1 alli offered instead is
a tailt series of themes which restate themselves singly

Kobi
.I....' ‘4 , . . . v‘4. . , v viLXI)“ sses it. to "It . my wol k lepiisi nts nu glowing up.

alld ill colllbiilatioli. eacll offerilig new insights. \s

I think my work represents lllc at a deeper level than 1
can colllilliillicate ill other ways."

The interest ill geometry arose from a cllildliood (1e—
light. “1 find geometrical laws amazing and falltastic
still. 1 had a very good maths teacher. \Ve didnit learn
rote formulas. we had to be able to prove why it is so."
(Liven that ground it was perhaps inevitable that milli—
nlalist sculpture should have struck siieh a cllord with
him. “My attitude became that ally work should be com—
pletely self—referring. No outside references was my ear—
ly ideal.”7 Evident in the much admired bangles that
date from his earliest years in Dunedin (1976) is this self
contained subtle world. The movement from square to
eirele as the bangle travels the wrist is carried as a deli—

cious secret. Known intimately to the wcare ' as a qilict
sllift froill round to square the bangle is abruptly tcrmi»
nated ill tense confrontation ofopposiilg profiles across
a narrow gap. Continuing to produce tllis design is one
of the pleasurable repetitive acts of making for l\obi.
"The works stay alive because each tiilie I approach
them I have to work oiit how to do il. I actually have a
had memory! I lllay set out to do tllc sallle but there is
always the possibility ofchange within cacll work.”

The pleasure takeil ill abrupt shifts within a flowing
continuum is a stylistic feature of l\obi's working pi'ow

ifl
expresses itself as contrasts within a forln. particularly
ess. apparent as well ill the resiiltailt forllis. The s1

where there is all abrupt change of process — forging.
piercillg. shearing. or as siiddell directional changes or
the play of figure aild ground. Even when this contrast
is rarely expressed as texliiral sllifts. as ill the forged
bangles (1987). the resultant surface is not a carefully
manipulated deco 'ative feature but all integral result of
the proce s of making. “l“ormation iliarks are ilot al—
ways ‘nicei marks. The telllptatioll to add decorative
marks needs to be re ' ted. However. it is just as inali—
llered to becoilie pur. aiid decide never to remove
marks.“

This illtcgrity of process allows his work to speak
both directly aild eloquently of how it has been made.
\s such he provides work that communicates deeply to
those who know the tools alid processes of the jeweller's
craft. To describe ally part of the life cycle of a single
work ill silver is to touch upon the gene poiill of sever—
al series explored ill the last twenty years.

THE MELT
Silver shot ill granule forlll rather like small baroque

pearls is weighed. poured illto the crucible aild melted.
The illelllory of all aliilllated l\obi sliarillg this process
witll ilie 111 years ago. as he has continued with Utago
l’olytechnic craft students since 1980. still has a \ ibraill
freshness. There is a focus of mind aiid llame on the still
poillt of glistening llletal as it puddlcsinto a slliiiiilg milk
white lake. With the play of flallle. tlic dollled pool radii
ates aild reflects its own light. The shared magic of this
moment is dimly echoed ill later processes when a trickle
of solder will leap illto a waitingjoin or when ill its cool
state. silver can begin to take on the high sheen which
breaks reflected light ilito dramatic contrasts across a
slowly curving surface. The melt however. takes a sud—
den plunge illto frozen ingot forili. like spirit descending
iilto matter. awaiting a lliore forcefully induced fluidity.

The sets of 1989. with rich associations. record that
process. Cqual amounts of copper. silver alld gold are
used to produce ingots which are pierced to produce a
ring, a small stud and a larger forged anullus. all taken
froln the sallle melt with minimal deformation alld ‘loss of
material. The manner ill which thos sets have been
used and shared by their owners indicates a willingness
by Kobi to move away from the self—contained world of
minimalism. 11e aeeepts and encourages personal mean—

.‘iets ill copper. silver and gold (I989)

illg being transferred to objects simple enough to carry a
multitude of responses.

This lllove echoes two of the major themes of contene
porary literary theory; the insistence on illultiplicity ill
art and the emphasis on the role of viewer response as
intc ‘active. This is no academic projection. Kobi has ill
this context consciously striven to expand his theoretical
base by reference to a world outside the limits ofjewel—
lery and feeds richly froill art. literature aild music. His
lliore recent work sets oiit lo stilliiilate the private world
of the viewer so that soillc deeper response froill within
mirrors the subtler resonances ill the work. ”1 want to
leave rooill for people to tell their own story rather than
overload the work with my personality. 1 want to prw
\ ide a vessel for people to carry their own meanings.

'I'IIE FORGE
The llaillineriilg of ilielal ill different directions pro»

diices the slow moy illg wedge that characteris ically
emerges with this process. The seduction of these forills
comes froili a gradual waxing aild waning ill tllrec
diilleiisions. The 1986 "tick” forms; 1987 "sun” bangles
and 1977 pendant all explore this quality. while reassert-
illg the sudden directional change aiid edge quality that
l\obi aspires to as giving "bite" to his design. Worn
boldly. these pieces do provide a sharp lift to the energy
profile of the wearer but 1 am left with all iillcolllfortab1e
barbed quality when 1 consider the context of this
brooeh when worn.

Tiek forms (I986)

THE ROLLING MILL
A kind of rolling pill produces. “like the pastry

chef”. a flat tabloid of silver froill the ingot. /\s with
doiigll. as the form is flattened the edges take up the
strain of expansion in the form of visible cracking. Left.

as one would the deckle oli hand iliade paper. these tex—
tures are not a decorative indulgence but trace the
pieccis making. We can re—enter this tempo ‘al sequence
alld participate ill th ‘ act of making. ill such pieces as
1977 pendant aild 1982 triangle lilotif brooches.

THE MIC'I‘AL SHEAR
Usually collsidered all efficient. no loss method of

cutting sheet. l\obi takes all expedient preparation tool
aild explor ‘s the forilis gene 'ated by it ill his 1977 pens
daiit series. This economy of gestiir . alld material.
where nothing is lost while the forlll is gaiiled expresses
the minimalist canon of“1ess is more" while avoiding
self—conscious mannerism. The scale of these works be—
long sto a period of gl'alldiloqiieiice which Kobi escllcws
now but also raises all iiilcolllfortallle recurrent question
of Klvliiis career. Sculpture or Jewellery? Not really a

'I‘riangle motif brow
(1982)question of scale. There are works such as this which

are sculptural explorations of forill which incidentally
can also be worn. This does not deny those pieces clears
1y gellc ‘ated as adornment.

There was in the past a tension in being accepted as
all artist. with tli * attendant status. while attempting to
hold onto all authentic craftsman‘s t 'aditional role. Stas
tiis. prestige and the habitual use oftlie t 'aditional metal
lleiraellics. silver aiid gold. scclll less ingrained now.
With his retrospective of 1985 a maturity aild earned
sense of place has takeil some of the edge out of these is—
sues and opened new areas for exploration. That Kobi's
work stimulates aild sustains aesthetic contemplation as

well as functioning as w ‘arablc jewellery is not a colitl'ze
diction.

\\ 1ii1e the above discussion has emphasised Kobiis
"truth to process" as a design tool. tllere have been
other strong currents in his work. Less exploratory and
mor . apparently hampered by the self—selected limits of
geometry are the works produced from 1978 - 1982.
where the triangle iliotif is consistently explored. Here
the immutable laws of three sides and angles generate
structures of predictable repetition. It is ill the wearing
o1 these geometries that their lile becomes — a quality un— 5110‘" pt lllldlll (1 )

able to be caugllt by a static image or in a showcas .
Seemingly cold aild contained tllese apparciltly immobile
triangulations. botll bracelets and neckpieces — dance.

softly melding to the body and concealing their edge only
to 1 *ap frolll it ill snatches of pattcrll as a geometric flag
takes on life ill a breeze.

Ill 1982 these two streams. the geometrically precise
alld the L“randomly” deformed plate. meet ill uneasy lili—
ioll. Pushed to its limits. process derived form generates
'alldom blobs that one miist accept merely because the
process authentically produced them. As a means of dis!
covering new and unfamiliar forlll this has merit, partic—
ularly where one"s sense of forlli has been conditioned to



accept only a proscribed
aesthetic canon. \Vith its
inherent stability there is a
tenlptation to use geome—

try to produce order from
this chaos. In the triangle
explorations of 1982111e
result is of simultaneous
presentation where neither
motif swamps the other
and both design processes
have their fullness and re—
main in unresolved tell—
sion. The careful place—
ment and relative propor—
tions keep this discomfort
alive. They retain their
capacity to jar and dis—
turb.

The ulap as an encod—
ed geonlctry of the moun—
tain terrain he explored in
his native Switzerland and
in New Zealand since 1901
also underlies nulch of his work. “1 have
always had a strong interest in geometry
and map-making and in Man‘s insistence
on measuring and imposing his geometry
on nature." However by 1989 this statw
ment of four years previous seems to have
taken on a self—defining hollowness. The
sense of loss these works gave me was not
explained until the sharing of the story of
their generation.

Teachers prolit front tlleir students in l
unpredictable and often unacknowletlged
ways. 1980 was Kobi”s acceptance of a rekindled teaclr
ing role that encompassed Polytechnics and summer
schools. This was a different role from the exchanged ape
prentiees with .lens “arisen in 1908—1973. :\ student's
gift of a greenstone pebble laid down a challenge com
eerning his voiced prejudice of found object jewellery.
“1 find a shell a fantastic form in what it is. lean leave it
where it is or take it home in my pocket but 1 can't make
jewellery with it.” Two years later a \Vcllington show
with a theme. oflandscape called up this pebble cow
joined with his mapping predilections. “Because it was a
gift and I didn’t want to part with the stone I offered a
description of it...triangulations of its area. catching the
inside and outside form so it can't escape and imposing a
grid on its surface. scribing its profile onto a plate and
then reforming them." The stone is nigh incidental to
these rationalisations. We are left with a series of ab—
straet processes which could apply to any object. The
emotional content has been withheld and we are offered
its intellectual shade not in an effort to tantalise or con—
nect but as an act of restraint. He mused with Alan
Preston as to how other makers would respond to the

Top Left: Rracelets. triangle
motif. (1978 - 1982)

Top Right: Pebbles and maps
( 1988)

Left: '1‘riaug1e explorations
(1982)

same object and my interest rewmerges with the idea of
a gift passed on.

His most recent work for me completes a most e\cit—
ing transition. ,\ simple pair of water worn brick peb—
bles from a Dunedin beach are set with a round and
square silver rim held in place by four pins drilled into
the surface. There is a fifth hole left filled with the bro—

\Vrapped brick - recent work.

ken drill bit that was also part of its history. “For me
shells have no history. stones have no history but the
brick has a human history. 11 has been a building..."
The mtential 1a ’ers of meanimr are sim )lv stated in al h l .
\ery humble material Iormed by natural and human
processes in a reclaluung cycle. 1 he brick is not With—
held. its origins secret to be obliquely and cleverly
wrapped. but given in an opening unpretentious sharing.
1\obi.s dialogue with the “non preciousM recalls a begin—
ning as an alpine guide setting hand polished pebbles for
Mt Cook tourists. It has re—emcrged as a strong state-
ment of human presence in this place. a relief frolu the
self—conscious l’acilic rim identity adopted by many coli-
temporarics.

Lest the conceptual ground of Kobiis work appears
to dominate 1 wisll to reassert the jewellcr through a let—
ter Kobi had modestlydiscarded from a client.

"1‘1verything you make is deceptively simple , they
only really work completely when they are worn because
they set up a lovely physical relationship with the wear—
er. Takc the earrings. e.g.: When you wear earrings
you can‘t see them 7 so you have to rely on other senses
to get pleasure from them — they area lovely weight. so
they swing nicely. Then they have lovely surface to
touch 7 so 1 find myself feeling them often. Again when 1
knock them they chime like hells. The bracelet is like
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that too: very classical. but a beautiful weight - it always
feels substantial. 1t moves constantly. showing its con—
stantly changing surfaces to me..."

Such approval deserves the last word.
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Cross No. X]
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A CHALLENGING COMMISSION
BY LESLEIGH SALINGER

Photos: Leslcigh Salinger

he Sisters of Compassion are a Catholic nurse
ing order formed by Suzanne Aubert. a lay
missionary who came. to New Zealand with
Bishop l’ompellier. They had commissioned

Structon Group Architects to completely rebuild the Is
land Bay Home of Compassion which was condemned as
an earthquake risk. After much debate as to the timing
of building a chapel within the hospital (they had previ4
ously used a spare room) the Sisters decided that be~
quests especially designated for that purpose allowed
them to extend the brief to architect Ross Brown.

The Sisters wished to have stained glass windows and
also the story of the M: Stations of the Cross representml.
Although the story is not mandatory for a chapel (it is
fora church) it has particular significance for this or
der. based as it is on the example of Mary. the woman of
compassion who stood at the base of the Cross.

Although the Sisters had no particular preference for
the form of representation, they knew they did not want
traditional forms. rather “something more modern”.

It was at this paint that artist John Drawbridge was
commissioned. Ross Brown had already positioned the
windows in his plans and had done some preliminary
drawings. The idea for the Stations being interpreted as
windows had come to him in an inspired moment. He
had ideas as-to the colour choices which would nlost suite
ably reflect the movement of the sun. but soon realised
that the special nature of the windows required all art
istis creativity. At a colleaguNs suggestion — and recall—
ing an earlier collaboration with the artist — Drawbridgc
was engaged.

Tile Windows
For many the visual imagery common in Catholic

churches appears as highly sentimentalised romantic or
neo—baroquc representa—
tions of the stories of the BL
ble. John Drawbridgeis
work stands in sharp con—
trast in its simplicity and
line execution].

The commission inclini—
ed a series of 14- windows
each one portraying a Sta—
tion of the Cross; an entry
window; tower windows' al—
tar windows and one facing
south to the sea. The archii
tect had designed the par—
ticular spaces for the Sta—

. . . . W7. tions as windows and speci—
fied the groupings. for example the first four Stations
form one group along the northern wall between the al—
tar and the entrance. The remaining ten are lined along
the eastern wall.

To the artist the importance of the story of the Sta-
tions was paramount. He, believed that representations

were important for telling the story and his designs are
figurative with a very strong sense of line drawing. The
other windows were not interpreted as stories; here. the
design emphasis was the use of symbols from Catholicism
and nature. They are abstract in form. relying more
particularly on blocks of colour.

The religious symbolism central to the significance o4
all the windows is strongly but subtly stated.

Entry \Vindow: Reminiscent of the great rose win—
dows of European cathedrals. its form , across within a
circle within a triangle. The cross (Christ’s sacrifice.
death). the circle (the perfect shape. a Renaissance coir
cept of Cod. the host within the mass. eternity). the tri—
angle (the holy Trinity). The artist has chosen compel-
ling primary colours , blue. red and yellow in varying
shades. relieved by blocks of white. ()ccasional touches
of green. pink and orange are there to “surprise" the
eye.

Tower Windows: Sited in the tower above the entry
window. they area range of lighter more varied colours .
pinks. pale yellows. greens. blues and reds. Their purv
pose. to let plenty of light down into the body of the
chapel. The play of light is central to all church and
chapel architecture because of its significance in Christi»
anity - the Christ figure signifying “the light of the
world".

Altar Windows: The altar is placed on the western
side of the chapel. Beyond it are a series of long panel
windows forming a slight arc. These windows afford a
view out onto bush and gorse-clad Wellington hills. and
although this is a high. eVposed part of Island Bay. often
buffeted by strong winds. it neyertheless offers an
opportunity for contemplation for the worshipper or
visitor. The window is bisected at its centre by a simple
cross made from glass blocks and above this. inset into
the wall. are two coloured glass windows; the lower. ciiu
cular. the higher. triangular. Warm hued colours are
again chosen ~ orange and red together with mauve and
varying blues.

South Window: In this window the artist turned to
natural forms to eludicate the beauty of the interaction
of colour and light. it was important therefore that as
this window faces south to the sea of Cook Strait. the
glass should have a special quality. The colours chosen
are all shades of blue and link to the rhythms of sea and
sky. .‘\n added aspect is that blue is the attribute of
Mary (the colour of her cloak). This window is different
in other respects. it is rectangular in shape (formed by
two rectangular areas) with a grid pattern repeating the
motif of the cross. the whole bisected by one of the
Vfame” columns with its gilt capital which are an archi—
tectural feature of the chapel.

Whilst colour and form is of major significance in
these windows. texture cannot be overlooked. All the
glass has been carefully chosen for its particular quali—
ties. its finish and opacity and whether it suitably com—
plements or contrasts with its neighbour.

The Making
The construction of the chapel windows followed two

divergent methods.

The Stained Glass Windows: Traditional Craftin".

The making of these windows followed a traditional
method. initial sketches allowed th ‘ artist to shape his
ideas: from these came specific coloured drawings which
in turn were the, basis from which patterns were made by
the glassmaker. At this stage the artist made photocop—
ied enlargements in colour on to transparent film. the
purpose. being to simulate stained glass in order to ob—
serve how light is affected by colour. Class worker Peter

l\irby hired a school hall for space in which to scale up
the drawings into full—size cartoons. Patterns were then
cut in brown paper and re—scaled in accordance with the

joineHs measurements for the wooden window frames.
Lead casings seal the pieces of glass together. They are
the “drawing" of the windows. the lines of varying thick—
ness which work to hold the windows together both
rhythmically and technically. Prosaically. windows
must function properly.

The Station Windows: Computer and Laser Tech-
nology

The making of these windows is altogether different.
involving a range of skills from traditional drawing.
through photocopying to laser cutting. They are a series
of black steel cut—outs. behind which are positioned

panes ()f coloured textured glass. Their story is central

to Catholic worship and ranges from Jesus ben con—
demned to death until being laid in the Sepulchre.

The artists first step was to make black and white

descriptive drawings. He then simplified the images to

silhouettes. i.e. to highlight clear positive/negative,

contrasts. The silhouettes were made into photocopied

enlargements from which the artist took very fine line

tracings. the enlarged size allowing for accuracy and
precision. The tracings were programmed on to a com—

puter and the programme used to control the laser light

beam which cut the 3mm steel stencils. The images were

painted black. The coloured glass windows were then
set into place with the steel stencils positioned in front in

the interior of the chapel.

Coloured Glass

Hundreds of samples of glass of differing texture.
patterning and colour were imported from America and

the process of choosing began. Large windows in the art—
ist’s home give onto Island Bay and provide an excellent
“laboratory” for testing the effects of light through the
samples which were lined along the window edges.

In choosing the most appropriate colour for each
Station the artist relied completely on his feeling for the

emotional significance of colour. Each choice “had to
feel right” for each part of the story and Drawbridge
tested his feeling for the colour in relation to the, meaning
of each section. Through a process of elimination of re—

Home of Compassio
Chapel:
Top; View to Altar
(west)

Bottom Left;

Entry window

Left; South window
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liar right:
Candleholder by

Tanya Ashken.
Photo.

Julia Brooke —
White

jecting tlle “wrong” colours he found the “right" ones
stood ollt. Although he emphasises the personal nature
of this response to colour it is interesting how often his
choices draw a sympathetic response from the viewer.
'l‘hey ofter correlate to traditional associations ~ the art—
ist was unaware that blue signified Mary’s cloak and yet
in Station 4. Jesus meets his Mother. he chose blue sig—
nifying for him sadness. and again for Station ll). Jesus is
stripped ofhis garments.

lied ofcourse carrying as it does associations of
blood. anger and death. was his logical choice for Station
I, Jesus is condemned to death and Station I l. Jesus is
nailed to the Cross. whilst Station l3. Jesus is taken
down/rum the Cross. is a delicate cloudy range ofsubtle
mauve through light blue/white and the final Station. ,Ie~
sus is laid in the Sepulchre. is white signifying a state of
acceptance. purity and tranquility.

The visual continuity ofcolour was important too
and much thought went into balancing the tremendous
variation in the qualities of the glass from its surface texr
tllre, its marbling and its opacity. llright yellow was
chosen for Station 9, .Iesus/iilLs a third time. which is
the central panel on the cast wall (Stations S—l/l). Finally
the choices were “tested”7 out on the Architect and the,
Sisters whose responses matched those ofthc artist.

The Candleholder
Tanya Ashken received her counnission directly from the
Sisters for a candleholder to stand alone on the altar.ller
concept was based on mirroring the natural forms expressed in
the glass and nature as viewed beyond the altar windows.
The, flowing birdlike shape of the futished piece embodies these
ideas in its rhythmic silver holder floating on a silver rod
embedded in a carved New Zealand silver beech base.

Conclusion
Although the tradition of artist and artisan working

together to create a building is centuries old. in recent
'VCHI'S illi‘ "101‘? common l‘X'N‘t'lt’lH't‘ f0l' lIlUHi kll'llSlS l5

that they are invited in once the build»
ing is designed and built. to place their
works 'in situ" with a greater or lesser
degree of success.

For the artist to be in at the inccp
tion of a project is not usual. so it is t:
be hoped that e\amples such as Our
Lady Chapel will act as a catalyst for
more co—operative design efforts in fir
ture. The tremendous success of the
brilliant planning and de\elopment of
the new Houses of l’arliamcut in Cale
bcrra. with its design teams of artists.
architects and craftworkcrs. stands as
an Australasian role model for what
can be achieved when all parties are
involved in the conceptualisation and
design process.

'l‘he windows are aesthetically
beautiful; the importance of their

meanings is scnsitvcly expressed and clearly read. 'l'hey
work properly in functional terms and are successfully
designed to capture the sun‘s light from its altering posir
tion in the sky as the seasons change. linique patterns ol
colour caress the interior as light filters through at
ever—changing angles. creating an harmonious and con—
templative space.

The commission has allowed industry to be involved
in truly creative work and led to further commission and
technological developments. it has involved the creative
interaction of all with each contributor's work being
vital to the successful outcome of the whole.

it is to be hoped that Our Lady Chapel becomes an
e\amplc for many more such projects.

Commission Details:
Client: The Sisters of Compassion
Architect: Ross Brown. Structon (iroup Architects
Artist. Stained Class Windows: .lohn Drawbridge
Class \Vorkcr: l’eter Kirby
Lasercutting: Brian l‘iadie. l{.ll. l‘ireeman l.td
Sacramental Candleholdcr: Tanya Ashken. sculptor"

and silversmith
Copies of the steel stencils for the Stations are now

made in coloured lacquered perspex cut by laser. The}
are available in two sizes front the Brooker Gallery. Wel—
lington. (Pb: (04) 708—798)

Lesleigh Salinger is (”I urls administrator and con»
sultan! and is «former director oft/1e x’lcndemy o/'I"ine
lrts. She has (1 degree ill or! historyjrmn the llnirersity
QI'Sydney where she developed a particular interest in
architectural history. She lectures in or! (1nd architec-
tural history and has written (1 number (i/inrticles and
"SSHyS.
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Ph (04) 854—606
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"Rituals are so alluringdpaper is so alluring, that they can
deceive us." Lilian Bell, USA, 1970. Cast paper,

(200mm x 520mm)

(Peter and

Miniature, leather bound, limited edition books in a designed
carry-case. Peter Thomas, The Good Book Press, USA.

A limited edition work by Reinhold Nasshan of Einhand
Press, illustrating the creative potential of typography and

hook design.

BOOKS REVISITED
BY ADRIENNE REWI

he world of contemporary book arts is full of
surprises. it is never safe to assume that a
given book object can be ope—ned and read.
or that it 'even has pages.

On the other hand it may be permanently opened.
revealing a pictorial display, 0 ‘ a text that breaks all t ‘a
ditional typographical “rules”. Or it may completely
abandon the belief that a book and words are synony-
mous and may impart a personal expression through the
medium alone.

This is the genre known as “artists” book. or “book
objects".

“The, book has always been a magical object, both
revered and feared for its ability to communicate knowl~
edge”, yet at the same time a modern culture has taught
us to read at the expense of really seeing books and it has
only been the necessity of comfortable reading that has
kept the book in our hands instead of on a computer
screen.

In an attempt to return an emphasis to the “visible,
book", designer bookbinders and artists around the
world have consciously chosen the book as an important
means of personal expression and communication and
for at least 30 years they have been challenging our per—
ception of what a book is, or can be.

Post—modernist artist Lilian Bell of the USA is well
known internationally as one of the. few masters in Japa-
nese papermaking in and out of the United States. her
sculptures and book objects are exhibited international—
ly and her two books on papermaking are known to
many.
According to Lilian, book arts in the United States and
Europe include a complete range of bookmaking practic»
es from the truly fine. handbound book with meticulous—
ly sewn fine papers, traditional leather bindings and
gold tooling; to traditional books. often limited edition
productions containing painting, fine typography, print—
ing and poetry; to the pure “non—useable” sculptural
books, adapted oriental forms and pop—11p books.

At the “book object” end of the scale, many sculptun
al book constructions barely pay lip service to the book
format and it is obvious many artists are simply using
the book as a point of departure for three—dimensional
objects.

“Many artists are interested in the idea of the book
as a non—useable object — an idea that was inspired by the
surrealists and the emergence of conceptual art in the
1960s", Lilian said.

“In Latin America and several European countries
inspiration also came from concrete and Visual poetry
that was associated with the Brazilian avante-garde.”

For artists there has been a history of re—evaluat—
ing objects by refusing their usual cultural interpreta-
tions and creating others in their place. The book,
with its long history as an important vehicle of human

expression is an obvious arena for the discussion and inf
V'estigation of functions and applications.

if the role of a book is to contain and relate text.
must we rigidly adhere to the traditional codex format of
bound sections? Does a book need to be bound within
covers at all? What are the possible extensions of loose—
liaf formats. folders. concertinas and pop-up designs?
If a cover is designed to protect the book there must be
many alternatives and creative possibilities. if a book’s
function is as the vehicle for personal expression. do we
need to use words and is paper the only acceptable mate—
rial for the work?

These are just a few of the questions being explored
by contemporary book artists c\'ct'_\ where and it is not
slirprising that the traditional notion of a book has been
thoroughly teased and tcstcd."North \mcrican artists
have concentrated to some degree on autobiographical
and sequential approaches and implied narratiycs. sngi
gcsting an invisible word." Lilian said.

Kathryn Lipke of (lanada creates books with “silent
pag that are forever open or closed. She feels that
her book objects reflect a struggle to obscrye and anus
lysc roles and relationships. ()n the other hand. lxalhy
Karbo ofthc l’SA feels the book is a \csscl for the
human spirit. She examines the architectural and
structural possibilities of its co\ct's and pages. focusing
on sculpted spines.

“in l‘lnropc they have a more conceptual approach
with less emphasis on the narratiy * and the decoration.
l’coplc tend to be more into pure form and books lend to
be more sculptural. They also tend to be more inspired
by other peoples” texts and philosophies. Tbc late
Beatrice dc (laritat of liclginm for instance. created
book objects that were inspired by other writers‘ texts
and she searched for the spaces and gaps between the
pages...an emptiness crying out to be filled she felt.

"The conceptual artist .l.l l. Koi'inan of (lzcchosloyze
kia works with book objects and concepts that have no
tcxt or illustration. books of potential or induced coll—
tents, books as materials themselves," Lilian said.

"He wants to connnunicatc sensibility, not just ideas
and states that because paper is made for the hands, all
these viewpoints are too intimate to speak too much

ics ofabout. He has concent ‘atcd on the cha ‘actcri.
paper as the physical b till‘t‘l' of the message. focusing on
the essential aspects of the book, such as turning over
the pages and the implied succession of sentences. llis
aim is not the craft: he wants to subsume it into a broad—
er creative conception by taking the traditional shape of
the book and creating a new semantic aesthetic unity.
He wants to enliven traditional ways of hand papermak—
ing,‘aiming for a new fusion and exchange after his de—
liberate destruction of the printed paper torn out of the
original text.

“One example of his work paraphrases the metamor—
phosis of a poem based on “The Raven" by Edgar Allan
Poe, into a book sculpture. The cover is reminiscent of

birds" wings. 18 grey/black sheets of handmade paper
are equal to the 18 stanzas and each stanza ends with the
refrain “Nothingmorc. Cvermore. or Nevermore.”

\Vhatevcr the inspiration or motivation for contem—
porary book arts. Lilian says the attraction also lies in
the simple fact that, for niany artis s, book sculptures
ar - affordabl ‘ accessibl - art. ‘asy to transport and easy
to exhibit.

to I‘hcy are just small. handheld, portable sculptures.
which internationally have a very gr ‘at appeal. There is
something special and intimate, almost secret about
book objects."

l“or many book artists there is also a close tie to
paper. either in the use of paper as a sculptural medium.
or a more traditional link through the ancient crafts of
papcrmaking and bookbinding.

Some artists continue to use paper in its traditional
role as the carrier of text. or images. while others haye
developed the paper itself as the “expressive text”. mak—
ing use of the myriad of shades and textn ‘al subtleties
that paper can exhibit.

I; ‘atricc dc (laritat again provides a fine example
with her handmade papers bound to create imaginative
sequences of pages — each sheet with a different tactile
and visual quality. from the coarse to extremely delicate.
in some of her books she also incorporates words into
the pages so that the writing becomes "a d 'awing".

ln summation. director of the Leopold-l locsch
Museum in l)nrcn, West (lermany, Dr Dorothea l‘limcrt
says:

“The book object casts doubt on writing as a nicdinnl
of thought , something we have been aware ofcvcr since
the (lrcck philosophers. l‘lvcn nlore than the readable
book. the book object comcys the autonomy of the
mind. The book object turns against languagevdistortcd
r 'ality; in the silence of the script it creates a haven for
language.”

\V’fhateycr style, or tecllniqnc the book artist adopts.
there is little doubt that there is a tremendous variety of
expression being p 'actised throughout the entire range
of the book arts and little doubt also that we are being
challenged to reconsider our traditional perceptions of
what a book is, or 'an bel

,I'l grunt/rant the QE" .4 rts Council enabled paper
artist Adrienne Kewi to attend the 1990 International
.Ilssociation ofl’apcr Artistsa Congress in Huron, West
Germany. While there she interviewed Lilian Bell on
the subject Q/‘contemporury book urts./l(lrienne Rewi is
an artist nn(ljonrn(tlistp/brmerly (g/‘Milsterton. now
living in Christchurch-



Creating the Collective
Culture.

Work by Rick Rudd (left)
and Dave Russell, (right),

lLAVE LECTURES, WILL TRAVEL
HELEN SCHAMROTH

t all started with one. of those wonderfully seri—
ous yet llippant conversations one has at a
Crafts Council conference that started
with...why (lonit we, come down to lnvercargill

to do workshops.

Why not, indeed. Well, the trip grew somewhat,
primarily to make it viable, and also because when I
undertake a project with my partner Michael Smythe.
Executive Director of the Society of Designers, I have to
be prepared to be pushed to my limits.

\Ve ended up offering a joint lecture called Creating
the Collective Culture to regional galleries and a
“menu” of workshops and lectures each to polytechnics
around the country.

Preparing the joint lecture, which we delivered in
Dunedin, Timaru, Christchurch and Wanganui was the
greatest challenge as we were starting from scratch,
whereas the other workshops and seminars we were
offering have been evolving for some. time and came from
our respective areas of expertise.

An approach to artists, craftspeople, designers and
architects, the Auckland Museum, the National Musc-
um, the Arts Council, the l“isher Gallery, Milka Studio,
Auckland Studio Potters and I‘lingers netted us over
l,000 slides suitable for use. Selection was an exhilarat—
ing, humbling experience and we were able to amply

illustrate all the points that evolved as we studied the
slides. although we acknowledge our collection is by no
means complete. It is the beginning of a wonderful
project that we plan to develop further.

\Vhat we were looking at was a summary of early
work in New Zealand, both Maori and that of European
origin, and what has evolved in more recent times. We
did a broad sweep of art, craft. architecture, product
design, interior design, graphic design and fashion def
sign today, looking to see. what identifies work as being of
New Zealand.

Wt» looked at biculturalism showing how it is enriclr
ing to both Maori and Pakcha cultural growth, as well as
acknowledging the uniqueness, and the internationalism
of some work, and our place in the Pacific. lt‘or Pakcha.
not having a long history and tradition makes us the
lucky ones as we get to create our culture.

We bombarded our audience for two hours with
slides, commentary, and challenges to be involved in the
process of expressing and creating a New Zealand identii
ty beyond the self-conscious. \Ve appreciated the
thoughtful responses and the ready acknowledgenlent of
the work we showed.

The other lectures and workshops that I offered
related nlore to my work as a fibre artist and critic.
‘J'lmlmrtion , both selfevaluation and from the point of

view of the critic. was a major part of what I offered. It
was taken up in various forms by Southland Polytech—
nic. ()tago Polytechnic. .-\oraki Polytechnic. and \Van—
ganui Polytechnic on this trip. I have also done work on
this issue at Waikato Polytcclluic. (larrington Polytech—
nic and llawkes liay Polytechnic at separate times. so
the subject is getting a good airing.

Issuing challenges to go beyond the subjective emo—
tional response to a work, and to examine intentions and

evaluating work in relation to the intention uncovered
recurring stumbling blocks with students. and I dare say
many practitioners.

The rewards were in seeing students sharpening up
perceptions as well as challenging me in my role as a
reviewer. With only a few of us regularly publislling
reviews it is important that we are questioned and
extended. and that there be dialogue and education in
this important area.

The other workshops I conducted at Soutllland Poly—
teclmic and Aoraki Polytechnic related to my work as a
fibre artist. looking at developing personal subject mat
ter verbally and \ isually. my approach to design process
and some hands—on working in a variety of fibre teclr
niques as well as a personal philosophy regarding fibre
finishing techniques.

rl‘he question remains, what is the value of such a
whistle stop tour? The response I got was that our visit
stimulated. provoked. bombarded and challenged stui
dents. lit-framing issues raised by tutors, and giving stu~
dents ideas to debate and develop for themselves, as well
as providing fresh practical assistance and feedback
about work in progress was welcomed.

.\nd the value to me was an insight into the work bee
ing produced at (lraft Design courses as well as meeting
the dedicated staff and students. I am looking forward
to having the privilege of revicwingpwork by many of
these students - it looks promising.

Financial assistance from QlCll .\rts Council was
gratefully received and contributed to my travel and
expenses.

/—\/—_—\
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it The WEAVING SUPPLIERS
0 WE ARE SHIFTINGH OUR NEW ADDRESS IS...
/ 22 Broadway, PO. Box 313, Picton. Ph. (057) 36-966

SOUTH STREET GALLERY
10 NILE STREET, NELSON

Fine pots from Nelson.

Recent work; Meg Latham

\
Your One Stop
Stitching Shop

EMBROIDERY SHOP
& ELNA CENTRE

The best Specialist Embroidery
Slurp you ’ve ever seen

13 Market Street (opp. the Criterion)
P O Box 825, Blenheim.

Phone (057) 82 499
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CHAD ALICE HAGEN
American telt artist Chad Alice Hagen,

was sitting in the warm Wanganui sun,
shoes OFF and trousers rolled up, pushing a
wet, rolled up bamboo blind back and Forth
With her Feet.

Inside the blind was a Fleece, liberally
dosed with detergent and water. The break-
ing up ot the Fibre would turn it to Felt, the tirst
step in the creation 0F one at her brightly i
coloured telt wall hangings (although she
doesn't like the term).

In 1986 the QEII Arts Council sent out
letters to a number of American universities
seeking leading crattspeople who may be
able to make a contribution to this country.
Hagen was at Cranbrook Art School in De-
troit the Following year when the department
head brought the letter to her attention say-
ing, ”New Zealand has a lot ot sheep, you
should reply.” The interest trom polytechs
here was immediate; her trip had to be
extended by Four months to Fit them all in.

”I leFt home in August and went to an
international telt symposium in Amsterdam.
Then on to New Zealand, I’ve been working
my butt oft ever since. My trip was initially
Funded by Fulbright, with QEII’s Waewae
Tapu scheme Funding the extension at time.”

When the Felt has dried, it is dyed. ”I try
to-get-as poorly dyed pieces as possible,
using tie dyed and shibori techniques.” The
telt is then cut up and laboriously stitched ,
together. Untelted wool is later crisscrossed
on the bOCk and the whole piece retelted.

MARK LANDER

”I went to llam Art School straight From
secondary school. Ididn’t seem to click on to
a lot ot what they were saying there. About ' I
tour years otter | leFt art school I had my First
big show at the CSA (Christchurch) with lots
at colour work...| did huge big canvasses, I
didn’t sell a single thing, I’d spent thousands
otdollars. |thought...well [ iustcan’tcarry on
like this, For a while I experimented with
cheap hessian and Fluorescent paint, that
occupied about two years. Then I got a job
in the Port Hills drawing...| discovered an
immense wealth at material iustwithin 10km
at home. I started to weave tlax into canvass-
es and glue the sticks as trames. | lett behind
all that European inFluence, itwas like being
a caveman again. Butl never teltcomtortable
weaving with Flax, being at European de-
scent. l telt I was stealing something that
wasn’t part oF me. Then I discovered paper
making using the some materials, Flax and
clay. Iwas iust overjoyed, because here was
something at last using indigenous materials,
which was in my interest, but also marrying
it with a European technology which is what ‘
I Feel that I am as a New Zealander. I Found
thirty distinctly diFFerent clays and used wil»
low sticks From the Waimakariri River.”

Mark used the techniques he learned to
make huge sheets of paper, using a local
swimming pool during the winter. As well as
more conventionally scaled paintings, his
larger sheets, up to 10 metres in length are
used in installations and stage sets. He uses
the clays to make paint, mixing them with a
watery PVA mixture. He maintains a prolitic
outputtrom his suburban Christchurch home.

”I keep myseltto myselF, [don't go down to

the pub and talk to all my artist Friends. l' n
a Family man and I like to be at home with [71y
tamily.”

From a series of talks and interviews at ti :e
Pacific Fibre Symposium, January 2- 73.

A critical artic/e on the work of Mark
Lander, written by Kate Coo/ahan, appearcd
in NZ Crafts 29, Spring 7989.

TERESA PLA

Spanish textile artist Teresa Pla Belio saw
an advertisement For a workshop on Tanik J .
weaving in a Barcelona newspaper. She di l
the course, but had trouble Finding out mucii
more about the subiect.
World Cratts Council conterence in Viennr:
supplied the next piece ot the iigsaw with v.
book about the Maori, putting the techniquv
into its context. She also obtained somn.
contact addresses in New Zealand. Letters
Followed; to the then Minister 0F Maori Air
Fairs, Koro Wetere, the Crafts Council and t.)
24 Museums and Art Galleries throughott
the country, obtaining valuable contacts.

A woman at (1

She arrived in Auckland on January 1 st to ‘
two months. Her aim - to gain knowledg:
and intormation about Taniko and Maozi
culture.

Two days later she was at Wanganii
Regional Community Polytech, observing the
Pacitic Fibre Symposium. Next stop; titteeu
days at the Rotorua Maori Arts and CraFt;
Institute.

She works in a variety at other areas.
including the sprang technique (pictured
right).

DAVID SWIFT & LYNNE
CURRAN

David Swift’s wooden obiects are not sc
much toys For two year olds as catalysts to
Fantasies, obiects by which to tell a story. Hc
works intuitively, drawing on his training a
an Edinburgh art school and a year at mimr
school in Paris where he learned ”the lan
guage 0t Figures”.

Sprung technique by Teresa Pia. Photo; Peter Gibbs.

"Jaguars", Handtelted wool by Chad Alice Hagen. Photo; Chad Hagen.

David Swiit at work, Waikato Polytech,

SwiFt was a recent visitor to New Zealand,
as artist-in-residence at Waikato Polytech.

”The process 0t tapestry is much slower
than normal weaving, but allows any image
to be woven”, says Lynne Curran, in New
Zealand as artist-in-residence at Waikato
Polytech in 1990. ”It you have a message to
put across, then you will Find a way to make
it possible to translate it into tapestry."

She prefers to work in miniature, adding
Fine detail and texture to her pieces, Her
tapestries are very personal and reflect lite
situationsand the sottpleasuresthat surround
her. Cats, hens, her ”outoF studio” pursuits,
ballroom dancing, the love 0F flowers and
medieval choral music, each brought to lite
and illustrated with wit and symbolism.

KIM BRICE, BARBARA
BLEWMAN AND DARRYL
FROST

Three recent graduates of Nelson Poly-
tech's Cratt Design course were given grants
by the OE” Arts Council. Jewellers Kim Brice
and Barbara Blewman opened a joint work-
shop in the central shopping area of Nelson
late in November last year. Former tutor
Malcolm Harrison came to pertorm the oFFi-
cial opening. From January 19, the pair
exhibited their new work in a show at the
Dowse Gallery, Lower Hutt, entitled ”Resec-
tions and Recordings”.

Kim Bryce’s work reflects recent experi-
ences which have stimulated his need to
make a statement using a wide range at
materials. With the use 0F collage, layering
and encasing, Brice hopes to integrate Fact
and Fiction.

Barbara Blewman's work is evolving with
the exploration and discovery of her own
cultural identity. From drawings and paint-
ings, elements are translated into copperand
silver, etched and enamelled.

Potter Darryl Frost is using his grant to
acquire equipment. Winner otthe award tor
Functional work at the Nelson Potters Associ-
ation annual exhibition in January, with a
steamer in bamboo and clay, he is develop-
ing that range at work. At the same time, he
is continuing with more sculptural work .



COMMISSIONS

holds intormation about a past culture and
the Fragile ecology at this. Ideas about tire,

‘ lava, water tormations, dwellings, lite in a
‘ radically ditlerent world were all considera-

tions. Above this piece lies the sea. Lite torce.
‘ Source at nourishment and sustenence. But

dividing and uniting these two elements is a
structure...a bridge...a span...a pathway...a
linking device. This piece is made mostly
tram copper retlecting the wealth ot the land
and the minerals tormed by the earth's lite.
The bridge also speaks ol uniting people. Oi
the merging of cultures. Ot the opportunities

. to discover ourselves. It also speaks at the
risks that have to be taken to succeed.

Darryl Frost, t
Photo, Marion van Diik

l Barbara Blewman,‘ Crown, 1990; copper . etched,
rename/led. Photo, courtesy Dowse Art Museum

Sitting on the horizon line are two landANDREA DALY

Medusa haired and crucitiedwomen,hain
lorms...not anywhere in particular but possi-
bly with reterence to the South Auckland
heads...two landtorms that act as guardians,
as protectors. The clouds were introduced to
site this piece in Mt Wellington, at the BMW
Building, as the tirst visit I had there was on
a clear day with the sky and clouds catching

armed Raunchy Angels and snake rosarie5
Featured in an exhibition at Andrea Daly’.

i new work at the Dowse Art Museum tron
l December I to January 27. The exhibition

entitled l’Scarecrows/Scarecrones - Womyr
‘ and the Church”, deals with women’s bodies my peripheral vision as I contemplated the

Kim Brice, Brooches, I990. From top left, "Pink Triangle, copper, resin/love ties Bleeding",
silver, copper, polyresin,‘ "Sexuality", silver, copper, polyresin.
Photo, courtesy Dowse Art Museum.

DOWSE
ART MUSEUM

Body Adornment Series !

Until March 17
Resections and Recordings

Barbara Blewman and Kim Brice
Contemporary jewellery

Until March 24
Boats Against The Current

Sally Campbell's
colonial clothing revisited

Share OfSky - Emblems 1985—90
Warwick Freeman jewellery

Coffee Shop/Museum Laings Road
Lower Hutt
Phone (04) 695-743

or (04) 660-502

Open Mon-Fri IOam-4pm

Sat, Sun and

Public Holidays Ham-5pm

- their use and abuse, through the medium 0
jewellery and miniature sculpture.

Daly comments, ”Religion otters womer
very limited lite models. Woman is seer
positively as the Madonna and Mother whc
chooses to reproduce yet remains virginal o
as the chaste nun. In both of these roles shr
is still protected by males either as humai
husbands or in marriage to the male God

, The alternative to these roles is that ol the Ev?
l Woman, the Jezebel, the Witch.”

Daly is a graduate From Sydney’s Collegr
t at the Arts who now lives in Auckland. He
‘ exhibition is part of the Dowse's Body Adorr

ment series and ran concurrently with Laure:
Lethal's ”Genuine Synthetics” exhibition,

Andrea Daly, Raunchy Angel, I990. Photo courtesy
Dowse Art Museum l

Photo courtesy NZ Herald

PACIFIC SONGLINES
By Carole Shepheard.

This work, commissioned by BMW NZ Ltd,
is an extension at ideas I have had tor some
time about the recognition at the past as a
starting point tor understanding the present
and preparing tor the tuture This aspect ot
Time has always been crucial to my
work...whether in the reterences to early
mythology, to the placing ol myselt in a more
supportive historical period or the more re-
cent involvement with archeology and the
interpretations of obiects tound and docu'
mented.

When beginning this work I wanted to
explore the physical aspect at this country but
with that which lies beneath the earth being

l ”exposed” and interpreted according to the
‘ place we hold in the Pacitic. I wanted to

explore aspects at New Zealand as it sits in
Polynesia without dividing the cultures or
appropriating symbols or motits. To do this
Ichose symbols ol universal recognition...the
spiral, the cross, the column, the oval, the

rope. My interpretation is not tinite. And it
is this very oscillation over many cultures that
has tascinated me tor some time. I like the
Australian Aborigine’s ”reading” at their
land. They believe that all was sung into
existence and I have attempted to show this
quite beautitul beliet in the way I have used
paint and movement in the work.

The work is broken up into readable sec-
tions. The lower, more sculptural element
represents the beginning ot the land but also

wall! They seemed to me at the time to be at
importance to the piece and that element
which extended the artwork OFF the wall and
intothe externalworld. I have always believed
that a good painting doesn’t stop at the trame
but continues to be visible on the ”outside”.

Pacitic Songlines tells ot the stories that
surround a country...a land...and a culture.
Whatever decisions we make are almost
always based on research or experience and
in the making at this work I searched tor a
personal link between the place the work was
to go, the company that was commissioning
the piece, that physical location and my own
direction and ideas.

The work took approximately six months
From concept to realisation. It was executed
in a warehouse in Western Springs and was
at times overwhelming. The progress howev-
er was caretul and deliberate with much
attention being given to the linal assembly 0t
tound and specially made obiects. Because
at the scale at the work - 4m x 5.5m - it was

‘ very importantthatthe human elementwasn’t
lost. Alter all...people have to work in and
around the piece and should teel a connec-
tion to it, no matter how big it is.

This was a very important work tor me. It
has led to some new large paintings that will
be my direction tor some time to come.



"Point 0F View, by Kate Wells. Photo, Anne Nicholas.

”The Paradox of Mechanical Intention", by John Scott. Phtoto, John Scott.

POINT or VIEW
By Judy Wilson

It is more than three years since Kate Wei 5
started planning her tapestry For the Goo; -
man Fielder Wattie Room at the Aotea Cer —
tre, and the resulting work is prooF that she
rates well amongst the world's best tapestr /
weavers. It also is a testimony to years (1F
disciplined, meticulous work.

Over the last Few years Kate has success—
Fully made the transition From creating a
picture using tapestry techniques, to design
ing works which stand on their own becausz i
at good design and the glory oF tapestr'
technique.

Given that the brieF was to enhance thr
room with an Auckland regional theme, thi.
tapestry called ”Point oF View”, will surel)
encourage people to have theirown opinions
on where they stand in regard to an overviev.
oFAuckland and its environs, the importance
ot the Aotea Centre and the relevance oi
tapestry as art. It provides interest to the
viewer but doesn't demand attention. It is
decorative but in no way insigniFicant.

The design concept revolves around the
themes oF location and elevation, including
an actual floor plan oFthe room, an Auckland
regional map and Rangitoto as seen From the
air. In addition, there are two sections
depicting views seen through the windows as
one looks towards the Town Hall.

The Aotea Centre should be proud to
house such a delighttul tapestry and my only
sadness is that it isn't available For public
viewing at all times. To arrange viewing
times, contact Tara Werner (O9)392677.

TH E PARADOX OF
MECHANICAL INTENTION

”The Paradox oF Mechanical Intention” is
the title at John Scott's commission For the
Foyer oF Price-Waterhouse headquarters in
Auckland.

Commissioned through REAL Art, by the
beleagured Chase Corporation there was
some delay in its installation. However the
opening at the building went ahead with the
work being unveiled From behind a purpose
built draw string curtain assembly.

The building was designed by the archi'
tectural company Jasmax, winners oF the
design For the new Museum oF New Zealand.
They were also involved in selecting the
design For the commission.

The Foyer is in pink and grey marble
highly polished, spacious and imposing.

Scott's commission set out to develop a work
which reflected the Formal structure while at
the same time breaking up the vertical and
horizontal geometry at the architecture.

The work is a reflection at contemporary
industrial construction (large steel elements)
but humanises the material by drawing the
viewer to question its realittwas construct-
ed on 15 ply stretcher with t 2 ounce cotton
duck canvas. The 4.1 metre high by 6.2
metre work was assembled From Four sepa-
rate canvasses in situ and although light in
weight, took Five people to “it into position.
The surFace is acrylic paint. Up to 30 layers
are applied to three layers 0F gesso.

The paradox is that something so appar-
ently heavy, hard, impersonal and unyield-
ing is in reality soFt, light, personal and
human.

BAPTISMAI. FONT

By Tanya Ashken
l was commissioned to make a silver bap-

tismal Font bowl by architect Bill Alington, to
go into the reFurbished Presbyterian Church
at Matawhero, Gisborne. The bowl was
raised From a Flat circle oF silver and is
310mm in diameter and 105mm deep. lt Fits
into a wooden Font made by Ouva Steidinger
oF Otaki. ltwas daunting to start with such a
large circle oF silver, 333mm, but I quickly
gained control at the raising and the enioy-
ment grew. Just beating a shape with no
soldering or added parts is an unusual ex-
perience, although I had made an alms dish
460mm in diameter a Few years ago, For St
Mary's Church, Timaru. I planished the Font.
bowl quite heavily, so the water in it would
sparkle and reFlect as much as possible.

I enjoy making church silver and 1990
gave me two such commissions. The other
was the altar candle holder For the new Home
0F Compassion chapel at Island Bay, designed
by Ross Brown at Structon Group (see story,
page 24) . The concept For that was much
more sculptural and it is really a piece at
sculpture made at silver and wood, playing
the part 0F a candle holder. The crozier For
Peter Sutton, Bishop 0F Nelson, many years
ago was a challenging and exciting piece to
make. I’ve made three altar crosses, two way

backin time and in England, andtheotherFor

Kings School Chapel, Auckland, where I also
made the altar candle holders and snuFFer.

Baptismal Font Bowl by Tanya Ashken.
Photo, Julia Brooke-White

ARRIVALS AND
DEPARTURES
By Shari Cole

Rotorua’s Festivart ’90 in November drew
together diverse participants - its avowed
purpose to bring art to the people instead 0F
people to the art. Organisation, perForm-
ances, and exhibitions in city centre public
spaces were by volunteers, excepting Full-
time co-ordinator BridgetThornton. Asked to
exhibit my quilt and Fabric work, | Followed
the people's arttheme by showing tapa cloth

and plaiting From several Polynesian cultures
beside Fabric pieces directly related to them.
This suited the Festivartopening day at canoe
demonstrations, music, and dance by island

communities.
The National Bank 0F New Zealand pro-

vided Foyer space designed For art display.
My premise stated thateveryonewho touches
us by words or works, regardless oF cultural

Arrivals and Departures, by Shari Cole.
Photo, Donald Cole.

diFFerences, becomes part at our journey
through developmental way-stations - Arriv-
als and Departures. As text, I mounted prooF
sheets From PaciFic Patchworks, New Ap-
proaches to Quilt Design beside each quilt/
tapa or quilt/mat set, demonstrating their
relationships. Since book illustrations came
From my collection at PaciFic women's art,
both tapa, and Fabric pieces made as, post-
publication extensions oF techniques and
themes, were available. Relationships were
traced From simple conversion at a painted
design to Fabric, to use oF tapa/mat con-
ventions For original quilts using non-Polyne-
sian symbolism. In this wayl hoped to inspire
this diverse audience to explore these ideas -
and Fabric art - in their own directions.

i



straint and good grace of New

COMMENT

TEMPESTS OVER TEXTILES
By Shari Cole

All is notharmony between traditional and
contemporary quilters in England. The top
award at the National Patchwork Champi-
onships, one quilter intormed me, had gone
to a beginner For a contemporary quilt ot
atrocious workmanship

Someone who tound the acrimony amaz-
ing regardless of the quilt in question, was
Inger MiIburn, twice winner at the Best Over-
all Workmanship award at Expo Europa.
(Her style combines elements oI tradition with
original design.) I met her at Quilt Expo
Europa in May I 990 and we had an interest-
ing discussion on the train aI‘terward; she
later gave me cuttings From The Quilter,
Autumn I989, (No. 40) which shed more
light and heat.

Editor Vivien Finch chose a range ot letters
to excerpt (some language, she said, was
unacceptable). Some contained suggestions
For improving the category and award sys-
tem; some sought to reconcile; others spoke
at insult, no»contidence, and voting with their
Ieet. Two upheld the judgesl Freedom to
choose unhampered. (Someone had asked
a judge it she was drunk.)

In her exhibition review, guild trustee Mar-
garet Tucker attempted to analyse the contro-
versy and reuni all sides. Judges' deci-
sions, she Found, were unanimous though
independent. They agreed that ”...stitching
and construction added to the character,"
and that subtle (earthy) colour deserved rec-
ognition amid the prevalence of ”modern,
garish colours". Opposition, Tucker con-
cluded, stemmed Irom quilters’ tendency to
take reluge Irom their unsureness in design
by pertection oI workmanship, and this was
put First in competition. Designers, she said,
look more tor originality, atmosphere, and
colour.

And the storm centre? l'Where Are You?”
resemblesa surrealist'swaggawagga. Artist
Dinny Turner made it as an extension ot a
painting tor a rug commission, in-

Zealand quilters and embroiderers in re-
specting styles and tastes they do not share.
I remembered comments when Suzy Pen-
nington’s llBlue Surtace I986” won the
Wardenburg wall hanging award. ’Too
simple", l'duII colours”, ”not much work in it
compared to what others put in,’1 were said
privately, withoutgreatemotion. They showed
little experience with right-brain hard slog
and interpretations leFt to the viewer, but no
anger.

Last June, comments on ”She", Don Driv»
er’s Coats Semco Merit Award winner at
Pacesetters (ANZEG) were less restrained.
The October Threads quotes a range From
llrubbish” to “I like it”. Writes one, ”...a valid
contribution - it gets people thinking, even it
it only makes them cross”. Cross is a long
way Irom livid, While on exhibition duty I
heard more suppressed laughter than an-
noyance. People took it as a joke - a
brinkmanship attempt to barely meet, with
Functional machine straight stitching, the
”considerable element oI stitchery” require»
ment.

Perhaps the many small awards, so that a
majority Favourite (”Andante, Andante” -
Jeanette Gilbert) also received one, helped I
hesitate to say that New Zealand embroider—
ers lead more satisfying lives than their British
counterparts, but we do tolerate ditterencas
well. Certainly original design and innovsi-
tion are encouraged and common. Though
most quilters and embroiderers made ”traoi—
tionaI’I (loosely interpreted) objects For their
homes, the same people ohen produce ”con-
temporary" exhibition work. We are rich ér
For our diversity.

Over the past 25 years Shari Cole has 3
worked with crafts including jewellery, bczs»
ketry, clothing, andpatchwork and quilting -
both producing and teaching. She aid 1
photographer husband Don spent 3 months
in Niue in l 990. They supplied craft features
to Tusitala Magazine, Quilter’s Newsletter,
Pacific Quilts, Quilting Today anaI a how'io
book ”Pacific Patchworks, New Approaches
to Quilt Design”. Mostly they recorded cul-
tural crafts For governments in Tokulau and
Niue.

Quality
New Zealand

Crafts
CRAFTGALLERY

9 Over 300 N.Z. Artisans
9 Huge range of diverse crafts
9 Suitable New Zealanders & Overseas Tourists
9 New Exhibitors welcome.
9 Open 7 Days

Down llIL’ alley bclzind ANZ Bank
237 Parnell Rd, Parnell, Auckland.
Telephone (09) 398 740
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Sunbeam Glassworks Limited
70 Mackelvie St. Ponsonby

Telephone (09) 762 744

Handblown glass workshop
and gallery OPEN

Monday to Friday 10am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm

ill
GALLERY

CONTEMPORARY ART
8.

JEWELLERY

Hours:
Tues—Fri 14—5 Sat 40.30—4

or by appointment (04) 846—346 A/H 736—522

9—‘1'1 Martin Sq. (Off TorOnOki St.) Wellington
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33rd National Exhibition

& Elizabeth
Lissaman,
1920—1991

The Bath—House,
Rotorua's Art and
History Museum,

Government Gardens,
Rolorua, Ph(073)485594
June 14 - July 14, 1991

Photo: Bruce Martin, Anagamatired,
trom 32nd NationaI Exhibition
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S

s Classes
\.; Mail Order

214 Knights Road
Lower Hutt
Ph 693 427

Quilt Connection Ltd
pecialising in Patchwork and Embroidery

\./ Patchwork and Embroidery books
\ I Linens and DMC Threads

send $5 for samples

§.
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Hours
Mon—Fri 9am—5pm
Saturday 9. 30413111

corporating Iabrics From the rug.
This ”beginner" graduated with
distinction horn Chelsea School at
Art and has Iive years of Iabric
commissions behind her. While
she admires quilters' technical abil-
ity, she says, ”Textile artists are
discouraged because at the tradi-
tional rigidity and technicality oI
much ot patchwork design.”

All this brought home the re-
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NEW ARRIVAL FROM CHINA

THE HOTTEST THING SINCE GENGHIS KHANII
PURE SILK SCARVES
BOILED OFF SPECIALLY PREPARED. READY FOR DYEING/HAND
PAINTING/TYEDYE/SCREEN PRINTING. THESE SCARVES ARE ALL WITH
HAND ROLLED EDGES (A SIDES) HAND SEWN WITH PURE SILK THREAD.
YOU MUST SEE THE SUPERB FINISH TO BELIEVE IT!
QUALITY AVAILABLE: SILK PAJ _
SIZES 36" x 36" at SQQO/each + G.S.T. Ex Stock Immediate
HABOTAI .
SIZES 36" x 36" at $13.30/each + GST. Ex Stock Immediate

ALSO AVAILABLE EARLY OCTOBER
SILK PAJ
SIZES Q“ x 54" at SAID/each + 6.8.1.

12" x <50“ at $5.70/each + (3.81.
Note: Minimum quantity I doz per size
100% NATURAL COTTONS: AVAILABLE EX STOCK
CHINA-MUL 110/112CM WHITE
INDIAN MULAMUL112/114CM WHITE (80‘s COUNT)
CHINA LAWN 112/11ACM WHITE (JUMPING FISH) SOFT FINISH
MALAYAN HOMESPUN 112/114CM WHITE
INDIAN VOILE 112/1 MCM WHITE & BLACK
ALL THE ABOVE QUALITYS HAVE BEEN TESTED FOR GARMENT DYEING.

WALES 8; MACKINLAY L'I‘I)
TEXTILE AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS
199209 Great North Road. Auckland 2. New Zeiilzind
I’.(). Box 5140. 'I‘clephone: 763—047. Telex: N72595
Fucsimle No.: (0917807650

Christchurch Agents:
IIS. Crookhuin & Sons Ltd. Phone (03) (163—55 1.
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TEMPESTS OVER TEXTILES
By Shari Cole

All is notharmony between traditional and
contemporary quilters in England. The top
award at the National Patchwork Champi-
onships, one quilter informed me, had gone
to a beginner tor a contemporary quilt oi
atrocious workmanship.

Someone who tound the acrimony amaz-
ing regardless of the quilt in question, was
Inger MiIburn, twice winner oithe Best Over-
all Workmanship award at Expo Europa.
(Herstylecombines elementsottradition with
original design.) I met her at Quilt Expo
Europa in May I 990 and we had an interest-
ing discussion on the train atterward; she
later gave me cuttings From The Quilter,
Autumn T989, (No. 40) which shed more
light and heat.

Editor Vivien Finch chose a range oi letters
to excerpt (some language, she said, was
unacceptable). Some contained suggestions
for improving the category and award sys-
tem; some sought to reconcile; others spoke
of insult, no-coniidence, and voting with their
feet. Two upheld the iudgesI Ireedom to
choose unhampered. (Someone had asked
a judge it she was drunk.)

In her exhibition review, guild trustee Mar-
garet Tucker attempted to analyse the contro-
versy and reunity all sides. Judges' deci-
sions, she Found, were unanimous though
independent. They agreed that ”...stitching
and construction added to the character,”
and that subtle (earthy) colour deserved rec-
ognition amid the prevalence 0t ”modern,
garish colours”. Opposition, Tucker con-
cluded, stemmed trom quilters' tendency to
take retuge From their unsureness in design
by perfection of workmanship, and this was
put First in competition. Designers, she said,
look more for originality, atmosphere, and
colour.

And the storm centre? ”Where Are You?’I
resembles a su rrealist’s waggawagga. Artist
Dinny Turner made it as an extension of a
painting For a rug commission, in-

Zealand quilters and embroiderers in re-
specting styles and tastes they do not share.
I remembered comments when Suzy Pen-
nington's ”Blue Surtace I986” won the’
Wardenburg wall hanging award. ’"Too
simple", ”duII colours”, ”notmuch work in it
compared to what others put in," were said
privately, withoutgreat emotion. They showed
little experience with right-brain hard slog
and interpretations left to the viewer, but no
anger.

Last June, comments on ”She", Don Driv-
er's Coats Semco Merit Award winner at ,
Pacesetters (ANZEG) were less restrained.
The October Threads quotes a range From
”rubbish” to 1’I like it”. Writes one, ”...a valid
contribution - it gets people thinking, even it
it only makes them cross”. Cross is a long ‘
way From livid. While on exhibition duty I
heard more suppressed laughter than an-
noyance. People took it as a ioke - a
brinkmanship attempt to barely meet, with
tunctional machine straight stitching, the
”considerable element oi stitchery” require-
ment.

Perhaps the many small awards, so that a ;
maiority Favourite (”Andante, Andante” —
Jeanette Gilbert) also received one, helped. I
hesitate to say that New Zealand embroider-
ers lead more satisfying lives than their British
counterparts, but we do tolerate ditterences
well. Certainly original design and innova~
tion are encouraged and common. Though
most quilters and embroiderers made ”tracli» ,
tional” (loosely interpreted) objects For their I
homes, the same people ol'ten produce ”con—
temporary” exhibition work. We are richer
Ior our diversity.

Over the past 25 years Shari Cole has
worked with crafts including jewellery, bas-
ketry, clothing, andpatchwork and quilting —
both producing and teaching. She ar:l
photographer husband Don spent 3 monti‘s
in Niue in I990. They supplied craft Features
to Tusita/a Magazine, Quilter's Newslette",
Pacific Quilts, Quilting Today and a how-23
book ”Pacific Patchworks, New Approaches .
to Quilt Design”. Mostly they recorded cu} .
tural crafts for governments in Tokulau and
Niue.

Crafts

0 Open 7 Days

New Zealand

9 Over 300 NZ. Artisans
0 Huge range of diverse crafts ‘
0 Suitable New Zealanders & Overseas Tourists
0 New Exhibitors welcome.

Down lllt’ allt’i/ behind ANZ Bank
237 Pm‘nvll Rd, Parnell, Auckland.
Tt’lcplzont’ (09) 398 740

'
Sunbeam Glassworks Limited

70 Mackelvie St. Ponsonby
Telephone (09) 762 744

Handblown glass workshop
and gallery OPEN

Monday to Friday 103m - 5pm
k Saturday 10am - 4pm J
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CONTEMPORARY ART
&

JEWELLERY

Hours:
Tues-Fri 44—5 Sat 10.30—4

or by appointment (04) 846—346 A/H 736—522

9—11 Martin Sq. [off Taranaki St.) Wellington
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33rd National Exhibition

& Elizabeth
Lissaman,
1920-1991

The BatlrI-louse,
Rotorua's Art and
History Museum,

Government Gardens,
Rotorua, Ph(073)485594
June 14 - July 14, 1991
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corporating Fabrics From the rug.
This ”beginner" graduated with
distinction From Chelsea School at
Art and has five years oi tabric
commissions behind her. While
she admires quilters’ technical abil-
ity, she says, ”Textile artists are
discouraged because oi the tradi-
tional rigidity and technicality at
much 0t patchwork design.”

All this brought home the re-
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FOR YOUR
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NEW ARRIVAL FROM CHINA

THE HOTTEST THING SINCE GENGHIS KHAN!!
PURE SILK SCARVES
BOILED OFF SPECIALLY PREPARED. READY FOR DVEING/HANDA
PAINTING/TYEDYE/SCREEN PRINTING. THESE SCARVES ARE ALL WITH
HAND ROLLED EDGES (A SIDES) HAND SEWN WITH PURE SILK THREAD.
YOU MUST SEE THE SUPERB FINISH TO BELIEVE IT!
QUALITY AVAILABLE: SILK PAJ .
SIZES 30" x 36)" at SQQO/each + G.S.T. Ex Stock Immediate
HABOTAI ‘
SIZES 36“ x 36" at $13.30/each + G.S.T. EX Stock Immediate

ALSO AVAILABLE EARLY OCTOBER
SILK PAJ
SIZES 9“ x 54" at SANG/each + G.S.T.

I2" x 60" at $5.70/each + GST
Note: Minimum quantity I doz per 5129
I00% NATURAL COTTONS: AVAILABLE EX STOCK
CHINAAMUL I IO/I IQCM WHITE
INDIAN MUL-MUL I l2/I IACM WHITE (80's COUNT)
CHINA LAWN I I2/I IACM WHITE (JUMPING FISH) SOFT FINISH
MALAYAN HOMESPUNCI I2/IAfiEIg/(I ELIIAIICTZEK
INDIAN VOILE II2/I I4 M W
ALL THE ABOVE QUALITYS HAVE BEEN TESTED FOR GARMENT DYEING.

WALES & MACKINLAY LTD
TEXTILE AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS
199—209(i1'cut North Road. Auckland 2. Ne“ Zealand
P.(). Box 5 I40. ’I‘clcphonc: 763-047. Telex: N23595
Fucsimlc No: (0‘)) 780-650

(‘hristcinirch Agents:
HS. Crookhuin & Sons Ltd. Phone (03) (363-55 I.



lacquard Silk Colours
are paint-on dyes for silk, 20 colours, also
gutta and dispensers.

Jacquard Textile Colours
are liquid paints for brushing, stamping,
airbrushing available in 30 colours.

Procion
cold water, fibre reactive dyes
suitable for wool, silk and cotton, supplied
with easy to use recipes.

2‘ 2‘ 2‘

For a full price list and colour cards
send S.A.E. to;
TILLIA DYES
PO. Box 82—194,
Highland Park,
Auckland.
Telephone (09) 534—1368 — Robyn Haycock

giltEdge gallery
specialists in

NZ PAINTINGS, SCULPTURE
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS

ARTISTS' CARDS
All Art Supplies

Framing
Art Publications

gilt Edge gallery &flriCentre
THE VILLAGE MALL

(Under the Clocktower)
Jackson Street

PETONE
Telephone: 689. 723

USEU ;
W H A R E T A O N G A
National Art Gallery

National Museum ofNew Zealand

The Museum Shop has work by Clem
‘ Mellish, John Edgar, Brian Flintoff, Hepi
" ‘ Maxwell, Paul Annear, Brian Adams,
J John Collins, Te Moanaroa and Alan and
'. Heather Hobbs, to name a few. Books an

ill netsuke, African Art and folk art.

Buckle Street, Wellington, New Zealand,
P.0.B0x 467, Wellington.

Phone (04) 859 609. Fax (04) 857157.
New opening hours:

Every day of the
week 9 am. —
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NANCY’S
EMBROIDER Y

SHOP
326 Tinakori Road
PO Box 245
Wellington
PH (04) 734—047

gill—El;

. HOURS
Mon-Thur 9.30-5.30
Fri 9.30-6prn
Sat 10-4pm

Wellington’s only specialist
needlecraft and patchwork shop.
Stockists of - Liberty Kitsets.
- Royal School of Needlework
- Designers Forum (William Morris)
- lvo Canvases (Trammed and Printed)
- Ehrman (With Kaffe Fassett)
- Beech Floor and Tarnbour frames
— Specialist Linens (Cambric and Irish)

l INAUGURAL PRINT RUN
The Crafts Council of New Zealand has selected eight exquisite works from the

INDEX OF NEW ZEALAND CRAFT WORKERS
for the first set of coloured notecards and envelopes now available

in packs of eight. Size 150mm X 105mm folded.

1: Malcolm Harrison. Winged Mermaids.
Height 42cm. Photograph: Anne Nicholas.
2: Suzy Pennington. Fragments of Time.
Ripped, stitched and dyed canvas and
applied fabric. 156x] 16cm. Photograph:
Julia Brooke-White.
3: Mark Piercey. Bowl. Spalted European
Beech. lcm. Photograph: Simon White.
4: Ann Robinson. Ice bowl. Glass. 25x380m.
Photograph: Ray Foster.
5 Merilyn Wiseman. Wood—fired box. Clay.
l7xl7cm. Photograph: Howard Williams.
6: John Edgar. Tablet. Argillite, copper and
silver. Height 200m. Photograph: M. Savidan.
7: Royce McGlashen. Poppyfie/ds, Porcelain,
sulphates and low temperature colours.
24x210m. Photograph: Geoffrey C. Wood.
8: Paul Annear. Earrings in jade, sodalite and
carnellian. 4cm across. Photograph: Haru
Sameshlma.

Pack of eight notecards and envelopes $i2.50
Write now, indicating numbers of packs required, and include payment t0:

NOTECARDS
Crafts Council Of New Zealand (INC)
PO. BOX 4981/
WELLINGTON

ll Crafts Council OF NEW ZEALAND (INC)
A



RECENT WORK
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Recently received slides From the
Crafts Council Resource Centre.

. Clockwise From top left: lohn
Abramczyk (4m x 2m); Phil New
bury, "22i Queens Drive", im x
740mm; Paul Laird, "Atlantis Sub-
merged ", 500mm x 300mm, Pene-
lope Read, "Gecli", 1m x 800mm.
A full catalogue of available slide
sets is available From Crafts Council
of New Zealand, PO Box 498,
Wellington.

Renewals Ph 796-921
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